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INTRODUC'l:ION 
Tyrants speak with many voices, bold many poses, and cast many 
ahadowa, but inevitably all wear the same face--the tragic face of 
tyranny itself. Many artists have painted the portrait; few have cap• 
tured the esaence of its tragedy. / Valle Inclan and Aeturiaa, each in 
hie own way, depict tbe world of tyranny as grotesque and absurd in 
order to show the tragic condition of man. It is my intent to describe 
and analyze this grotesque world of tyranny, aa portrayed in Tirana 
Banderas and ~Senor Preeidente; to compare the techniques used by 
each writer to create this world; to interpret the ideological differ-
encea implicit in such a world; and finally to discover if either 
writer offers or even suggests a solution for improving the absurd and 
tragic human condition as they portray it. Since relatively little 
critical study of Asturiaa~work ha1 been done,!.! Senor Preaidente 
offere the opportunity for an original investigative analysis. For this 
reason, major attention i• devoted to Asturiaak ideology rather than 
that of Valle Inclan'•· 
In this study, certain difficulties and limitation• have been 
encountered. Often terms muet be used in thia paper the significance 
of which may be ambiguous. These terms are therefore defined aa used 
in the course of thia paper. In addition, what little critical material 
baa been written on Aaturia1'a work ia found largely in journals and 
unpublished form and therefore not readily available. Some materials 
have been impoaaible to obtain. 
\.' ! : : 
iii 
Since it is assumed that this paper ia of interest to those 
familiar with the works in question, I have not felt it necessary to 
make any preliminary introduction. I do wish to state that this study 
11 1pecifically reatricted to an artistic and ideological co119ideration 
of tyranny as portrayed in Tirano Bandera• and !l Senor Presidente, and 
that the conclusions reached are not intended to reflect any national 
or international events, movements, or specific philosophies. 
In order to differentiate between the authors' ellipaia of 
material and my own omiaaiona, 1 have used close dots to indicate their 
ellipsit and 1paced dots to indicate my own. 
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A GROTES4UE WORLD: AN INTERPRETATION OF REALITY 
/ / Through an artistic portrayal of tyranny, Ramon del Valle Inclan 
, 
and Miguel .Angel Aeturias unveil before ua societies that are deformed and 
ridiculous. They effect this by completely stylizing the real world 
according to esperpentic atandards. 1 Thia grotesque vision, the falsi-
fication of the real, serves two purposeaz (1) it brutally condemns 
society by reducing it to absurdity; (2) it saves man from that absurdity 
by revealing him aa a tragic figure. In an eaperpentic world, the 
ridiculous and the false become an instrument of revelation. Both Valle 
/ Inclan and Asturiaa create such a world, but each haa bis own approach 
and methods. A description of the grotesque reality conceived by each 
provides several points for comparison: the point of view of each 
author in regard to his fictional world; the use of Esperpento versus 
esperpentic elements, to effect a grotesque world; the way in which we 
perceive this world·-an intellectual veraue an intuitive understanding; 
1 Eaperpento in its traditional definition means, nuna coaa o 
persona rid(cula y extravagante o tambitfia diaparate o deaatino." Cited 
in Eugenio G. de Nora, ~ novela contempor,nea (Madrid, 1958), II, a; . 
.Asturias uses it in this way to produce a chaotic world. Valle Inclan 
calla the dietorted reflection in a concave mirror, such as may be aeen 
at a carnival, an 11Esperpento." therefore, his world ie produced by 
means of "!!!!!. estilizacion gue deforma %. rebaJa aiatematicamenta !!. 
realidad." Cited in Nora, p. 82. 
An eaperpentically stylized world ia designed to show truths ob• 
ecured in the real world. Because stylization does not follow the pat• 
tern of nature, but rathe~ an artiatic convention, it produces a de• 
. , 
humanized picture, as Ortega y Gasset suggeats. See ~ deshumanizacion 
.!!.!!.!!!!. (Madrid, 1967), pp. 32•37. 
the aymbols of revelation; the author's purpose. 
/ Valle Inclan intends to view reality aa a detached, superior 
spectator. He feels that his position as narrator ia objective and de• 
2 
personalized for two reasons; first, he sees reality from above, looking 
down on it. 2 From that angle, tho world appears distorted and ridiculous. 
Thus, if Valle Inclan merely records reality as he sees it from this 
vantage point, it can only reflect this perspective snd thus sppear 
absurd. Second, in order to assure objectivity and accuracy, be depends 
exclusively on an infallible instrument which will function according to 
certain mathematical laws. That instrument is the concave mirror, which 
adcla nothing and subtracts nothing, but consistently distorts and deforms 
whatever is reflected in its surface curve. This deformation is always 
a process controlled by law; that is, the same formula or norm applies 
3 impartially to everyone and everything. 
Thus, in Valle lncl.fu's hands, the Esperpento goes beyond its 
------~~~-------
2 / According to Valle Inclan, there are three ways of looking at the 
world: (1) one may look upward, as if on bended knee, and visualize an 
idealized world; (2) one may look directly at reality, face to face, and 
see it realistically; (3) and one may view the world from above, from 
which perspective it must appear ridiculous and grotesque. Cited in 
Robert Lima, ed. and trans., Valle Inclan, Autobiography, Aesthetics !Di 
Aphoriems (Pennsylvania, 1966), from the section on ~ lampara !!.!!.!.• 
villosa, pages unnumbered. Martin Easlin notes that it becomes a world 
aeen through the eyea of a detached, dissociated spectator, one who looks 
back at life, having risen above and beyond it and thua freed himself 
from it. ~Theatre of~ Absurd (New York, 1961), pp. 286•87. Alfon• 
so Sastre adds that Valla Inclan must be an objective spectator so that 
hie perception is neither deforuaed. nor acts as a deforuaer. Anatom:Ca del 
realismo (Barcelona, 1965) 1 p. 59. ----
3In discussing this phenomenon, Nora refers to it ae a new artia• 
tic foxm of objectivity, p. 87. 
generally accepted definition, for now the deformation of reality, or 
the creation of the grotesque world, is accomplished by a systematic 
destruction and recreation of reality. System and concave mirror dis• 
tingui1h the Esperpento4 as an artistic convention from Esperpento as a 
view of life. (Thus, Tirano Banderas is an Eaperpento, but el Senor 
Presidente merely contains esperpentic elements.) In addition, and ex• 
3 
tremely important to this study, these two terms confirm the mathematical 
/ 
and rational character of the Esperpento aa conceived by Valle Inclan. 
That this was his intent is evident in the words of the blind poet, 
/ Maximo Estrella (Lucas de Bohemia). 
, ,/ ,/ 
Max. ••Los heroes clasicoa reflejados en loa eapejos concavos ,, ,._ 
dan el Esperpento. El aentido tragico de la vida espanola solo 
/ ,, puede darse con una estetica sistematicamente deformada. 
Don Latino. •·jMiau! ;Te eataa contagiando ! 
Max. ••Espana es una deformacio6 grotesca de la civilizacion 
europea. 
Don Latino. --jPudiera! Yo me inhibo. 
/' / / Max. ••Las imagenea mas bellas en un eapejo concavo son abaurdaa. 
Don Latino. ••Conforme. Pero a m( me divierte mirarme en los 
eapejos de la calle del Gato. 
4valle Inclan first formalized the Eaperpento ae a new literary 
style and so named it in Luces ~Bohemia, where he credit• Goya witn 
its invention aa an art form (Scene 12). Alfonso Sastre offers an inter• 
eating hypothesis to. refute this. He claims that Goya was not the inven-
tor of the Eaperpento, but merely the adaptor of it to art. According to 
Sastre the eaperpentic character (the extravagant, the abaurd, the 
antithetical, the dualistic, in abort, the tragicomic) is an intrinsic 
and authentic part of Spaniah life and always has been. In his words, 
"Lo real eaperpent:f.co ee artfaticamente esperpentizado" (pp. 56·57). 
Moreover, Nora etatee that the origin of the Esperpento liee in the 
attempt to express "!!?. eapanol, la vida real espanola" (p. 83). 
4 
{. ,,, / Max. ••Yam ./La deformacion deja d~ serlo cuando eata aujeta 
a una matematica perfecta. Mi eatetica actual ea tranaformar 
con mat~tica de espejo co'ncavo laa normaa clAsicaa. (Scene 12) 
We leam from Max that reality is to be "transformed" according to the 
mathematical principles of the concave mirror. this means that the 
"nomas claaicas" (traditional perspective) are to be r.eplaced with 
"normaa de locura" (esperpentiC:: perspective) in order to ayotematically 
deform external reality. ~nd this grotesque vision (which implies the 
incongruous, the illogical, and the diooxdered) is systematically ordered 
,, 5 
by means of a "geometrica ruina." Thia is, as Salinas aptly states, 
"un orden aplicado aobre desorden. 116 
/ 
If Valle Inclan can assume that mathematics is the truest and 
,, 
most abstract science, then he can impose through the ''matematica de 
,,. 
espejo concavo" a grotesque and absolute order on the disorder of reality. 
When we laugh at our distorted image in an ordinary concave mirror, we 
admit for a moment only our loss of corporal dignity. But when we laugh 
/ 
at our grotesque reflection in Valle lnclan'a mirror, we admit our loaa 
of human and spiritual disnity. The image ia absurd, but what it reveals 
is tragic. The concave mirror has become an instrument of revelation•• 
,,, 
and more important, an instrument of truth. In summary, Valle Inclan 
creates a grotesque vision of human society by exposing all of reality to 
5Ramo~ del Valle Incla~, Tirano Banderas (Madrid, 1968); p. 27. 
Hereafter cited as tB. 
6 - / Pedro Salinas, Literature espanola, Siglo ~ (Mexico, 1949), 
p. 100. ln cOD111enting on Valle Inclan's poetic artistry, Salinas refers 
to hia "poderes ultralogico11 11 (p. 100). In addition, Sastre refers to 
the word sistematicrunente as "La clave racional de eata postura poetica 
esperpe'ntica" (p. 58). 
the geometrics of the concave mirror, which deforms one's "true appear• 
ance." Society then ia depicted, through this mirror, as a false 
society with the intention that this falsity reveal truth. 
To heighten and emphasize the abstract mathematical character of 
the Esperpento, Valle Inclan employs geometric and cubistic terminology 
s 
and symbolism. Balseiro states that Tirano Banderas borrows from Cubism 
that angular disf iguration and descriptive decomposition which ultimate-
ly achieves a total sum of destruction. In his words, "Concurrimoa-en 
/ 
el cubiamo y en tireno Banderas-a un deagaje vital, ain.Optico, que sac• 
rifica a la hU1DBnidad. 117 To illustrate, the following are examples of 
mathematical terminology: 
Y los cocuyos encendi'8n su danza de luces en la borrosa y 
lunaria geometri'a del jard{n. (TB, p. 49) 
••• con el ceno fruncido y la manta tendida sobre las piernas, 
se habi8 puesto a eatudiar la geometr{a de un remiendo. (TB, p. 105) 
• • • bajo la arana deatellante de lucea ante el espejo que 
proyectaba las figures con una geometr{a oblicua y disparatada. 8 (TB, p. 134) 
. . . en la curva rotunda, labrada do oloroaaa maderas. (TB, P• 132) 
/ Entre anguloe y roturaa gramaticeles, algunae palabrae aa 
encadenaban con vigor epigrafico. (?B, p. 132) 
Con un eaguince anguloso y oblicuo • • • (TB, p. 133) 
Otra vez loa poliedroa del pena8!8iento ae inacriben en pala-
bras • • • (TB, p. 134) 
7 / -Jose .A. Balaeiro, Cuatro individualiatas ~Espana (Cnspel Rill, 
1949), PP• 164•65. 
8Note the use of the word destellante to reflect a breaking up or 
disintegration of light in accordance with cubistic technique and pur• 
/ pose. 'this is a device which Valle Inclan uaea often and effectively. 
, 
En el fondo, el diafano parasol triangulabc eua candilca sobre 
el cielo verde de luceros. (TB, p. 38) 
By means of cubist imagery, Valle Inclan. effects the diaintegra• 
tion of external reality and ita conaequent reordering, by eaperpentic 
norms, in order to ahow the easence behind the uaual appearance of 
tbinga. The following is a particularly apt example: 
Loa gendarmes comenzaban repartir aablazoa. Cachizas de 
farolea, gritoa, aanos en alto, caraa ensangrentadaa. Convulsion 
de lucea apagandoae. Botura de la piata en angulos. Viaion 
cubiata del Circo Barria. (TB, p. 41) 
6 
Our uaual impression of th• Circo Harris has been drastically altered as 
has our perspective. Ordinarily. the Circo Harris would call to mind a 
place of amuaement, enjoyment, and laughter. Suddenly, our entire con• 
cept ia radically changed, as we view a group of men, a huddled maH, 
awaiting death. As the "liahta of their individual lives" are extin• 
guiahecl, the entity "men" ia broken up and groteaquely re•foxmed. In 
the disintearation procesa itself, a new perapective on reality ia 
offered as the bodies bit the earth at angular positiona. A new viaion 
of the spatial foreground of the Circo and of its use becomes evident 
aa that area 1a sectioned off and re-formed by "human boundariee." Now, 
inetead of the mere appearance of reality (the Circo Harria), the tragic 
eaaence of that reality ia perceived through an intellectual interpret&• 
tion. 
, ' Valle Inclan portray& prisoners in jail aa passive, dietant and 
remote figures. 0 ••• y la luz triangulada del calabo%o realzaba en un 
m6dulo modemo y cubiata la actitud macilenta de laa figuraa." (TB, 
p. 117) Here despair and hopelessness sre neither peraonalized nor 
7 
experienced by the reader. They are perceived in a new way, one which 
exceeds personal agony. The portrayal reveals the essence of despair, 
dehumanized, abstract. pure, uncorrupted by emotion or individual inter• 
pretation.9 
" In order, therefore, to understand Valle Inclan's Esperpento (as 
distinct from esperpentic art in general), one must perceive it largely 
through the intellect.10 Systematically esperpentized, Valle Inclah'a 
reality is in essence a static and objective roality in which he never 
allows his reader to experience events or emotions subjectively. In• 
stead. he must rationalize the significance of this new grotesque reality 
or at least become psychologically conditioned to it. 
In contrast, Asturias, while he adopts the eoporpentic agent, 
nevertheless, adapts it to and integrates it with other instruments of 
revelation within the broad scope of his novel. It will be shown (pp.l/-l-
~7) that he is not only an objective viewer of reality, looking down upon 
it, but also a subjective ~pathizer, seeing it not only from the outside, 
looking inward, but also from the inside, looking outward. Valle Inclin 
intends to expose by means of his eeperpentic reality, the intrinsic ab-
aurdity abounding in the world of !::!.. Tierra Caliente and the tragic 
9For an interesting interpretation of the difference between the 
"lived" enjoyment of .art versus •n artistic and esthetic appreciation, 
see Ortega y Gasset, pp. 39-48. 
lOin a discussion of modern dehumanized art of the cited work, 
Ortega y Gasset :refera to this art as "el mediod:Ca del intelleci6n11 for 
"El llanto y la risa eon est-"ticainente fraudes" (p. 40). 
8 
11 
element of life itaelf, 11pec1fically Hispanic !!!!.• Asturias create• 
an eaperpentically etylizod vieion of society wnich portrays !.!!!,. the 
ruunan condition aa grotesque and abaurd. Although be adheres to tne 
baste principle of esperpentic art in goncral, it 11 in ita application 
/ 
that he d1ffera from Valle In4lan. Tbe latter relies ex~luaively on a 
preciaion inatrument••the concave mirror-·wbich functions like a robot, 
objectively and antipathetically. It merely reflects. It neither feels 
nor reacta. 
liotur1aa, however, althougb he exposes society even more brutally 
and savagely, does ao selectively and, therefore, aubjectively. ln 
addition, hia is a chaotic picture••kinetic and dynemic. Ilia mirror aot 
only re flee ta, but it reoponda with apaoma of horror in violent proteat 
at its own grote•que creations. ;.n absurd world whicn operates ot tho 
level of crazed beaata must be perceived emotionally and intuitively, 
for aucb. a world defiet intellectual coaprenensicu. Ruma agony can 
oaly be felt, never rationalized. 
Aatut:iaa seeks not merely to prove the groteeque condition of 
human reality but, more aignificantly, struggles to probe and penetrate 
that reality in order to disclose the tragic human condition. To effect 
thia, !aturias illuminates the true meaning of the ecperpentic reality 
12 by •uperimpo1ina upon it a aurrealiatically conceived dream vorld. lt 
11 / That Valle Inclan'a Eaperpento ia a reflection of the Hiapanic 
condition, apecific•lly, 1• evident in the paasagee previoualy quoted 
from Lucea ~ P<>hemia (pp. 3-4 of thia work). 
12surroa11am, in thi• paper, refers to • aubconecioue reality ex• 
preaaed tbrougb the d1'eam world by the chaotic disintegration ef 
9 
ie thie dream world which will reveal through intuition, not intellect, 
the eaaence of the eaperpentlc tragedy. 
In additiont Asturias interrelates theae two realities ao that 
together they represent the dual nature of reality itself, and an 
authentic image of man and bis condition. The interplay between these 
two worlds shows the constant atruggle to distinguish between the ap• 
pearance of things and the eseence of things, between good end evil, 
truth and falsehood, tragedy and comedy••reality and unreality. Thia 
true image of reality, complex as it is, ie obtained through the aware-
neaa of these contrasting and conflicting forces and element& iu life. 
Good is not recognized until evil ia experienced; authenticity is not 
realised until falsehood is recognized. Thia constant contrastive 
duality of life, the twofold truth, becomes a dominant and recurring 
theme throughout Asturias's novel. Thia theme ia expressed aa a 
thematic metaphor in the following paaaage: 13 
external reality (fantastic symbols, disjunctive imagery, fragmented and 
unrelated visions, and incongruous relationahips). Such a world is ab• 
surd from the standpoint of cOU1110n sense. Only through intuition, not 
analytical logic, can one decipher the hidden and innate order which 
will reveal some truth not otherwise evident. For further discussion 
of aurrealiam and of the dream world see Georges Lemaitre, -~Cubism 
!.2, Surrealism (Cambridge, 1941), Chapter V. 
13 It is extremely significant that ~aturiaa chooses to introduce 
thia key passage during the fitful delirium of an idiot, dreaming on a 
garbage heap. Moreover, Asturias artistically emphasizes the philoaophi• 
cal nature of thia message by interjecting it in that suspended moment, 
outaide of time, when the idiot' a brain is leaping from a atate of agony 
to a state of ecstasy. 
Note: Whenever reference 1a made to the term, "thematic meta• 
pbor," it implicitly connotes this dominant theme of a contrastive 
duality of life, a twofold truth. 
La ~Ucha ao 1abe • came. JUllto a el1o1 bajaba a be1ar la tierra 
la aoabra d• uu pillo, freaca como un riO. Y cantaba en el pi.no , / 
wi paj1ro qua a la vea quo pajaro era capanita de oro: 
-; soy la lfancana•loaa clel J.n del Paraiao, aoy la -vida, la mi.tad 
H •1 cuerpo ea ant1r• 7 la aitacl ea verctaadi soy ro1a y IOY an-
una, do7 a todoa ua ojo cle vidrio 1 Wl ojo de verdad& Loa 4ue 
ven con ai ojo de vidrio ven porqu 1uenan, loa que van con •1 
ojo de verdad va porque atran! ; Soy la victa, la Mazana•Boaa clel 
Ave de Paralao; 107 la aeutira c1e
4
toda.a lu cona realea, la 
realictad de todaa laa f1cc:loaea!l 
10 
.Aaturw !mpliea that the "Ave de Para6o11 11 iad.eecl life 1Uel.f. 
The "Manuaa•Roaa," through f.ta bibU.eal C01Ul0tat1cma • aay well tepreaent 
the two aide• of lifes evil (apple••forbiddeo fnatt; aerpent••evll) 
ver1ua good (roae••Gardn of Eden• God·-good), or hell veraua heavers•• 
both reabu of the total reality whether they be phyaical or aeatal con• 
cepta. Although the dual aatur• of thia th ... tlc aetaphor ie reflected. 
in all aepecta of life (••will b• polated out), it ia particularly 
evident la the cbaractera th_.elna. Miguel (like unto Cod) Cara c1e 
/ ~ 
.Angel ("Era bello y •lo coao Satan") repreaenta, ae doea the Bird of 
Paracliae, the totality of life. a. po••••••• th• potential for goocl encl 
for evil. The Pi:sa:l.dent may well ayaboli&• eternal evil (pai-ticularly 1o. 
bla cona.ctioa vitb 'l'ohU, the pd of fire). C.1U.a epitoaia•• aoodae1• 
... love ("ea ••• moaento 1au.o' una aenod.ta c1e la c••• clel general, 
eomo llovida clel cielott). (SP, p. 39) 
There can be no doubt: that .A1turiu t. aaylna that eacb human 
being au the capacity ad the reapoaaibil1ty to diatinguiah aood. froa 
14»figuel >~gel /!aturi41 1 !! §enor J>reetdepte (Bueuoa Airea, 1948), 
p. 2.4. Bereaf tet: cited. • SP. 
11 
evil. To every man life givea !:!!!. o Jo g vidrio :t, !!!!.. o lo S!, verdad. 
Because thinge are not alwaya what they aeea, one muat not automatically 
conclude that an "eye of truth" invariably reflecta truth; Aaturiaa 
specifically warns that in every truth there is a lie (sox !!,mentira 
!!!_ todas !!.!. cosaa realea), and that in every lie there is truth (!!. 
realidad .2!. todaa .!!!. ficcionea). Thus there remains the dilemma of 
distinguishing between inner reality and external appearance, and of 
separating the two, if indeed they can ever be aepareted. The possible 
solution lies in the following: " ••• doy a todoa un ojo de vidrio y 
.,,..., 
un ojo de verdad: loa qua ven con mi ojo de vidrio ven porque suenan, 
loa que ven con •i ojo de verdad ven porque miran!" Loaicall1, it 
would appear that those who "see" truth must indeed aee because they are 
conacioualy looking with a "real eye" (oio !!!., verdad); while thoae who 
see with a fal1e eye <2J.2.!!. vidrio) muat 1ee only 1lluaions••fict1ona, 
dreama•-which exist in an imaginary aubconacious realm. The question 
of which eye will serve aa the inatrument of revelation remains. And 
the answer emphatically denies reason and logic, for no amount of ration• 
alization can capture the eaaence of human agony••particularly the tragic 
and grotesque momenta.15 The answer must irrevocably be !! oio ~ vidrio. 
The falae eye ahov1 truth through a aurrealiatic dream world, unfettered 
by conditioned reflezee, freed from the boundaries of rationalization 
and intellectuali111. 
l50ne is vividly reminded of Unamuno•a anguish as he wrestled 
with the problem of faith versus reason. See El sentimiento, ·tragico 
cle la vida. 
---
12 
The a)ld>ol• of t~e roae, the apple (fruit). the bird, tba river, 
the bell, aad th• glaaa eye are continuouasly interpolated into both the 
e1perpentic vorld where the7 •r• perceived •• p~r• phenomena and iJ'l the 
4r ... vorld where they a&sume their ea1eatial autbeaticity. 
In tb.11 tbecaatlc metaphor, the 1ntriD11c dualit7 of life ill pre• 
1nted a1 a et.atf.c, fixecl philoaopbic:al truth, but life ltaelf dep&rta 
froa 1tatic truth. What ••k•a life fascinating ii tbat it becomes a 
dra.a aa eacb a.au decid11 to live it. Life, then, ill a ~11letic process, 
a dynaic flow of choice and reault, aubject alvaya to thla fixed truth. 
Tbia whole proceaa•-vbich 1a llfa-·S.. r•preaented iD thla th .... tic .. ca• 
pbor through concrete a)'llbola (repraaentina abatract trutha and tbe 
duality of life); it 1a perceived in the eaparpentlc world through aro• 
teaq\M and absurd evezata; and it ia u.perienced in the dreaa world 
throuan an intuiti'Ye awareneaa of tho traaie eeaeitce of that. abaur4ity. 
~ilat Aaturiaa abowa I.a that aau !!!!!.£. uke a choice. Eva when he de• 
cide• not to chooaa, and allowo hw•lf to U.vo a life of con4itioAecl 
reeponoea. 7et thia u • choic:e, hia OWG deciaion • •d be aloi'le au1t be 
reaponaible. 
In amaary thn, Valle Incla~ &Ad .Aaturf.aa each project a beauti• 
full7 conceived arti8t1c world. In the foiwer'•• roelity la au abaolute: 
Max. ••La t:i-agodia nuoatra DO •• tragedta. 
' / 
Doll Latillo. ••jl'uea algo aera! 
Max. ••El £eperpoto. (Luce1, Scene 12) 
tbta reality ill e19teaatically etyliaed with a a.themat:S.cal formula vhicb 
uner deviate•.. Juet u the concave •irror autotut:S.cally d.latorta man •a 
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corporeal appearance, so doea Valle lncl&fit systematically distort man's 
moral condition. He artistically creates a static, antipathetic, objec-
tive reality whose intent is to ahow, through a groteaque picture of 
tyranny, the inner absurdity••the tragedy••of the Hispanic condition. 
In contrast, Asturias's world ie a dualistic one. It operates on 
two different levels of reality: the conscious and emotional; the aub• 
conscious and intuitive. It is an ambivalent and antithetical world, 
composed of two realities constantly reacting to and interacting with 
each other. Bence, while the stylized, grotesque world depicts the 
apparent reality (consciou1ly acting), the dream world probes the inner 
reality (unconaciouely reacting). Thus, the reader is a:lmultaneously 
aware of conscious and 1ubc0111ciou1 thought juxtaposed against each 
other, and at the same time reflecting the contrastive duality symbolized 
in the thematic metaphor. 
The total reality then is dynamically conceived with esperpentic 
and surrealistic imagery. Asturias creates a chaotic, sympathetic, and 
subjective reality, perceived emotionally and intuitively, whose purpose 
ia to ahow, through au incredibly grotesque picture of tyranny, the 
tragic and absurd condition of humanity. To perceive it in its essence, 
we must look through our false eye; we must see a false society, and 
there in the lie we must discover the truth. 
t~o pc~~"l'l4etr.at1Q~ al. a~!liti 
t4e wodd of T~r,.ng l!!;Pdero.e and tnat of il ScfiOs: Pr.e1l'14!!t' 
have baen describ~d as taperpenti.c:ally etylised and artiaticelly de• 
bl;!!Xlanii:ed, in tbae each departs from ruature'o pottorna. In • t;eae:nal 
aeost:, nowevcr 11 "dehur.tanizo .. ncana d1veat: of !luaian quaU tie a. To c na ta 
a it~tea~ue vorld, V•ll• lnclan an4 Aaturlaa uae tn1• &•••ral deb\Xl&Qlaa~ 
tUin proceaa in tnc followin& wa7a: 
l. !~y juxtapose &gad.net the "numnn"world •n •nimal klllgd('.lllf). 
2. ?tllJy imt>•rt, throus.h arU.at1c:: d«o1-vi,•• • beetial ~uaUtitte or 
RM&oncriama to the human cr.1.aracter•. or thtiy •laply uuc:rib• p•o"1•, 
pl4LUtG or ubjecta aa oniaala. 
3. They d~pcrsoaali~• society by vorttaytng •en ea puppets. 
Vullii lncbn oho .refers to pCOf•le •• c::olltictive entttieD •nd •• •U'ko. 
4. ~Sturias hei&hteDG the 1018 of the hUllS&R ele.ent by hCldllantzina 
tl•e 1.oanwte aud puroonUyin& nature. V•U• Iuclan doe• 11ot dci tnie to 
•n1 aie>nificant eat~nt. 
s. 'lu.cy reduce the human figure or humaa event• to abotraet 
id.aa. 
Ultiwttely, bottl hope to ehov two thing•: fir1t, i:hat • woi-ld 
inl~btt•d. by buet• 1• a p.hyai4el ad splr1&lilal juaal•, operatlua b7 
jungle lav; aocoad, taat human boinga, devoid of rationality a~d apiritu• 
ality (the factor-a dietl.nguhhing man ft'OIG beaat), aro abaunt. tragio • 
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and therefore dehumanized figures. 
In Iircno Banderoc on<l fl Senor Pnisidentc, n world of animals 
serves ao a presentiment of danger end death. In addition, this world 
complements and provides a fitting background for the inhuman or bcEJtiul 
acts of me11. Neither nature ituelf, no;.: its creatures, is ever intended 
to be a protagonist. They function re.ther aa an artistic device. The 
animals, presented singly or in omnll groups• call to mind only the 
beast itself in Tirana Banderas rather than tt1e idea of bestiality, 
Valle Incla'n portrays this world au a static dimension. By d£picting 
all animal activity a~ remote and restraincd--as if pasoing by in slow 
motion·-he creates an aura of uneno;t calm, a paosive realm where life is 
recorded, never experienced. 
We see Valle lncla'n•a artistry at work in the following descrip-
tion of the heme and land of Zacarias. 
~lgunos caballos mordfan la hierba a lo lcrso de la acequias. 
Zacar!Bs trabajaba.el barro, estilizando las funabras l>icha' 
de chiromayos y chi:romecas • • • :aozaban los marranoa en el 
cenagal ••• Iaciturno bajo una nube de IIlOScae, miraba de lar~o 
en largo el bejucal donde hab(a un caballo muerto. El Cruzado 
- ./ -LZe.can.a.s/ no estaba libre de recelos: llquel zopilotc quc se 
/ - r habia metido en el techado, szo~andole con negto aleteo, ~ra un 
mal presat;io • • • Y recordo que la chinita • • • tenfa descubierta 
una )lalamandra bajo cl metate de las tortillaa ••• El alfarero 
100vu1 los pinceles con lenta miu,·citt, cautivo en un dunl contra-
dictorio de s.cciones y pensc:mientoa. {TB, pp. 67•68) 
This still acene exude& a restrained apprehensiveness. The mere mention 
of the lone vulture and the hidden salamander points to impending doom. 
/ So skillfully and smoothly does Valle Inclan weave the animal world 
into the •orld of men that one is hardly aware of its effect or inten-
tion. In the following, the implication and the aura of the non•human iG 
subtle but obvious. 
El Jard{n de los Frailes, geom:trica ruina de cactus J lcureles. 
gozaba la vista del mar. Por las moruas tapiaa corr!an amari• 
llos lagartos: En aquel parajo eotaba el juego de la rana, ya 
crepuscula~ recien piutado de verde. El Tirana, todas las tar• 
des esparcia su tedio an este divertimiento •••• Un vaho pesado• 
calor y catinga, auunciaba la proximidad de la manigua, donde el 
/ 
crepusculo enciende, con las estrellas, los ojos de los jaguares. 
('IB, P• 27) 
,, 
El la Recamara Verde, iluminada con altareto de lucea aceiteraa 
y cerillos, atendia, apagando un cuchicheo, la paroja encuerada 
del pecado. Llegaba el romance prendido al oon de la guitarra. 
En el altarete, las mariposas de aceite cuchicheaban y loo amantes 
en el cabezal. (TD, p. 55) 
,, 
By likening the lovers to butterflies, Valle Inclan has identified 
their act for what it is: a reflex action lacking passion, love and 
emotion. 
/ In the Fuerta·de Santa KOnica, a "theatrical castle, 11 
Un viejot sentado sobre el cantil frente al mar inmcnso, pon{a ,, 
remiendos a la frazada de ou c8Jlaatro. En el mas erguido 
baluarte cazaba lagartijaa un gato, y paloto~es de ooldados 
haclan ejercicios en Punta Serpiento. (TB, p. 104) 
El tumbo del mar bat!a la muralla, y cl oboe de las alas 
car.itaba el triunfo de la muerte. Los p~jaros negros hac{an 
circulos en el remoto azul • • • (TB, p. 106) 
The animal world, remote and paosive, is etched in bae•relief 
upon the human world. Although its influence is powerful 1 its role is 
confined to subtle inference rather than direct assertion. 
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ln contrast, Asturias's animal world ia a kinetic one. It over• 
whelms and oppresses through frenetic enumeratiou and exaggeration. Here 
all manner of animal life, whirling, stalking, crawling, creeping and 
slithering, relentlessly converge upon the reader until he feels dis• 
traught, frenzied and bewildered himself. Placed within the framework 
l7 
of an urban society, animals symbolize all that is bestial and irration• 
al in that society. Of particular importance io the powerful imagery of 
the predator and its prey, creature stalking creature. Nature and ite 
creatures are always on the move, trying frantically to escape. Thie 18 
a world that tears at our emotions and claws at our sensibilities. A 
series of quotations illuotrates the emotional impact of this world. 
Por el suelo, un pueblo de h.ormigas ae llovaba una cucaracha 
muerta. Nina Fedina, bajo la illlpreaion de loa dibujos, creyo 
vcr un aexo arrastrado por su propio vello haciA las camas del 
vicio. (SP, p. 109) 
Cubrian el basurero telaranaa de a'rboles secoa veatidos de zopi• 
lotes, aves negrao, ~ua ~in quitarlo de encima los ojos azulencoo, 
echaron pie a tierra al verle inerte y lo rodcaron a aaltitos, 
brinco va y brinco viene, en danza macabra de ave de rapina. Sin 
/ dejar de mirar a todos lados, apacburrandose e intencando el 
welo al menor movimiento de las hojao o dcl viento en la baoura, 
brinco va y brinco viene, fueron cerrando el circulo hasta tenerlo 
a distancia del pico. Un graznido feros dio lo senel de atnque. 
/ / / El Pelele desperto de pie, defendiendoae ya ••• Uno de los mas 
atrevidos le hab{a clavado el pico en el labio superior, enterran• 
doselo, como uu dardo, haata loa dientea, mientras los otroa 
/ 
carniceros le disputaban loo ojos y el corazon a picotazos. El 
que le ten!a por el labio forcejeaba por arrancar el pedazo, sin 
importarle que la preaa estuviera viva, y lo habr{a conseguido de 
"' no rodar el Pelele por un despenadero de basuras, al ir reculando, 
entre nubee de polvo y desperdicios que se desplOClaban en bloque 
como coatraa. (SP, p. 19) 
De islote en ielote saltaba el contrabandista y el general, loa 
dos pietola en mano, sin pronunciar palabra. Suo sombras los 
persegu:J:an como legartos. Los lagartos como sus aombras. Nubea 
de insectos los pinchaban • • • Largas baboeidades de pulpo 
columpiaba el paxte sobre aus cabezaa como postrera seifal de vida. 
Ni lee fieraa se atrevla.n por donde elloa paaaban. Canales volv!& 
la cabeza a todoa. lados, pordido en medio de aquella naturaleza 
fat!dica, inobordable y destructora como el alma de su raza. Un 
lagarto, que sin ciuda llabla probado came humana, atacoal contra-
bandista ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
sobre las selvas, pasaban las nubes con forma de legarto llevaudo 
en loa lomos tesoroa de luz. (SP, pp. 195-96) 
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This imagery, though frightening and terrible in itself, is a 
prelude to the incredible bestiality of men. Man, as the beaat, far 
surpas1es the beaat itself. 
In addition to the world of animals, each writer effectively uaea 
, 
animal imagery: Valle Inclan to dehumanize his characters, .Asturias to 
endow hia with bestial qualities. Each produces these conclusiona in a 
different way. Valle lncl8'n appeals to reason. At time1, men or events 
become reduced to abstractions. Asturias gives no time for reasoning. 
We are to be completely caught up in the experience itself. 
'Iha following acene from 'tirano BandeTaa ia intriguing. the lap• 
dog, in its open hostility toward Don Celes, expresses the inner aenti• 
menta of bis master, the minister of Sp~in. At the same time, the hypo• 
critical minister, by his manneri811a and attitudes, takes on the quali• 
16 
ties of a wild dog. 
••Senor Miniatro, ai interrumpo, me retiro. 
••Pase u1ted, ilustre Don Celestino. / 
El faldero dio un labrido, y el carcamal diplomatico raagando la 
boca, le tiro de una oreja. 
·-;calla, Merlin! Don Celes, tan contadas son sua viaitas, que 
ya le desconoce el Primer Secretario. 
; " El carcamal diplomatico esparcia aobre la fatigada creaitud 
de sus labios una eonrisa lenta y maligna, abobada y amable. Pero 
Don Celea miraba a Merlin, y Merlin le ,,ensenaba los dientee a Don 
Celes. El Ministro de Su Majestad Catolica, distra{do, evanescente, 
ambiguo, prolongaba la sonrisa con una elaaticidad inveroalmil, 
como las diplomacias neutralea en aiio de guerras. Don Celes ex• 
perimentaba una anguatia pueril entre la mueca del carcamal y el 
hocico aguzado del faldero. Con au geato adulador y pedante, 
lleno de pompoao afecto, ae inclino hacia Merl:ln: . 
16 I The minister also reflects Valle lnclan's scorn and hostility 
toward an effeminate, degenerate Spain mesmerized into apathy by past 
gloriea. 
••tNo quieres que seamoe amigoa1 
El faldero, con un ladrido, se recogio en las rodillaa de au 
amo, que adormilaba los ojoa huevones ••• La mano gorja y llena 
de hoyos, mano de odalisca, halagaba las sedas del faldero: 
--jMerl:(n, ten formalidadt 
--/Me ha declarado la guerra! (TB, pp. 23-24) 
The conversation betveen the two men (and the lap-dog) eventually cen-
teru on the issue at hand: politico and the flow of Spanish capital. 
It continues thus: 
/ ~ , 
El Baron de Benicarlca, con una punts de ironia en el azul 
desvardo de los ojos, y las monos de odalisca entre las sedas 
del faldero, dilu{a un geato displlcente aobre la boca belfona, 
untada de fatiga viciosa: 
••llustre Don Celestino, usted es una de las personalidndes 
financieras, intelectualea y sociales mls remsrcables de la 
Colonia ••• Sus opiniones. muy estimableo ••• Sin embargo, usted 
no es todav{a el Minstro de Espana. ;Una verdadera desgracia! 
Pero hay un medic para que usted lo aea. y eo solicitar por cable 
/ / / 
mi traslado a Europa. Yo apoyare la peticion, y le vendere a 
usted mis mueblee en almoneda. 
El ricacho se inflo/de vanidad ingeniosa: 
--~lncluido Merl~ para consejero? ('IB, PP• 25·26) 
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The passage is pregnant with innuendo. The lap-dog io 11humanized" 
first by being named Merlin, not a typical Spanioh name; Volle Incli'n 
must have had oomething specific in mind. This name has tvo connota-
tions. First, a "merlin" is a omall falcon which lives in Europe and 
preys on small birds. Second, it remindo one of the magician, Merlin, 
advisor to King Arthur. In addition, the minister ~efers to the dog as 
the First Secretary, a very high office for a dog. Later, Don Celes 
wants to know if the "First Secretary" is to be inherited with the post. 
In this passage, the minister is dehw:ianized. By the use of such 
adjectives as "abobada" and 11belfona," Valle Inclan depicts the diplomat 
as vain and foolist. There is an eerie affinity between this man and 
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hia dog. The relationship between them is implicit in the use of the 
word "bocico." The Minister io described as having thick, fat lipa 
(fatigadq crasitud ~ .!l!!. labios). "Hocico" means not only the nose of 
a beast, but can aloo mean the mouth of a man with prominent lipe. In 
addition, however, whenever the minister exhibits his slow, malignant 
smile, the dog at the same time bares his fangs. / Thus, Valle Inclan aaya 
cuch without explicitly saying anything •. Through the dog's actions, be 
exteriorizes the feelings of the minister. Not only is tho inaincerity 
of that official revealed through the dog, but also the wolf•like 
qualities of this beast aro transferred to the Minister. 
,.. 
Valle Inclan directs his scorn at all levels of society. Cease• 
lessly and indefetigably, he dehumanizes with vivid animal imagery all 
who inhabit his fictional world. In the following illustrations, often 
~ 
through metaphor and simile. Valle Inclan portrays man in the beast's 
imago. 
El Coronelito • • • Escnpa gatoando. A l~achito » que asoma 
timorato la alcuza llorona, sa le arruga completamente la cara: 
--;nay que ser eato! (TB, pp. 63-64) 
,,, 
In response to the declarations of loyalty and fidelity by Gandara, 
Filomeno Cuevas cunningly smiles. 
Era endrino y aguileno. 
tacho y entrecejo • • • 
Loa dienteo alobados, retinto de mos• 
('i:B, p. 81) 
Cuevas exhibits not only the phyoical characteriotics of the eagle and 
the wolf a but their traits as well. 
The "ratonera,11 the local bordello, is run by a madam called 
Cucaracllita. One of its clients is the mayor del Volle. who "so mesaba 
la barba chivona" (?B, p. 64). The onbaal apoctrum ao for includea 
eaglc 1 wolf, cockroach, goat, rat trap. Thus, it io not di!ficult to 
see how, after ou~cesaive tma3ea of this sort, one can logically reach 
the intended. conclusion: humtlll beins• who reflect beoatly qualities 
eventually lose thoir humnn quaU.tie11. 1,11 l4vcls of rmcioty are thua 
debumauhed: 
Aquella india vieju ••• Ten!'a eaclava la oonriaa y loa ojos 
oblicuoa de aerpiente aab1• • • • (tB, P• 2a) 
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ul 14ctapci4~ Carillo teudfa la cola petulaate • • • ('tB, P• 48) 
/ / ~ 
M11toi CoRtU91 al•~&O con un goato deadenoao, au a•itO perfil de 
loro rubio • • • (t.mpha1ca mino) (tn, p. 35) 
Even the. tyrant'• own dau&hter does not escape Valle Incl'n's 
concave mirror: 
/ - -Tirano Banderas ao acerco a la Lbij•/ enccmiaada, que con el 
geato obatiaad.Q de lot locoa, l:u.111dla l•• Wia1 en la gren• y •• 
agasapaba en un rinc6n, aullando • • • (?B, p. SO) 
Astu~ian dehumanizes mcm even more brutally. Re trauaforma thea 
not only into ~asts, but into deformed bceaata vho epitomize all that ie 
animaU.etic in raen. Thia repugnant and perverted isa.agery etreaaes, not 
the loss of reason, but bestial 11Adnca1 itaelf. Uia peraonages become 
not only aniJaala, but antmalistic. Ne bombards with succesaive picturca 
of brutality and hideoueneas, until the total illpreaaion 1a bestiality 
without end. · Such irllagery 1• Uluatrated in the following scmplea: 
Loe pordioeeroa •• encogieron come guaanoa. (SP, p. 11) 
-Un gendarme ladino • • • lo llevaban LMo•co, the legleoa and ~lind 
baggaif de la uao, baaaqueandolo ~ • un •ico. (Si, p. 12) 
£1 t•)ele cn&uaAD.aba l' calle da quejidoa • • • a vecea eobre 
be 1utno1, •brocado. daildo•e impulao con la punta de w pie, 
raspando el vientre por las piedraa, a veces sobre el muslo de 
la pierna buena, que encog:Ca mientras adelantaba el brazo para 
darse empuje con el codo •••• El Pelele tuvo miedo ••• con 
el ansia de las entraiias vivas en la lengua seca, gorda y reseca 
como pescado muerto • • • subio' • • • a estirones de gato mori-
bundo • • • (SP, p. 48) 
, / 
Medio adormecido recordaba Cara de Angel su vision. Entre 
los hombres de pantal&n rojo, el Auditor, con cara de lechuza, 
esgrim!S un an6nimo, lo beaabo., lo lam[a, se lo comla, lo 
defecaba, se lo volv{a a comer... (SP, p. 185) 
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Through such perverted pictures Aoturias assaults the senses. One 
wonders if such madness is really possible. This entire world resets and 
acts on instinct like beaots attuned to the instincts of predatoriness 
or of self-preservation. 
To emphasize this bestial aura, Asturias animalizes tho inanimate 
as well as the animate. 
/ / Del ropero se descolgo un leviton como ave de rapina. (SP, p. 32) 
Adelante, calle arriba, se colaron en una cantina llamada "El 
Despertar S,tl;Le6n." (SP, p. 45) 
Las sombras, perscguidas por el cloror que iba subiendo, gsnaban 
los muros paulatinamente como alacranes. (SP, p. 149) 
Un foco rojo alumbraba la calle en la puerta de El Dulce 
Encanto. Parec{a la pupils inflamada de una bestia:- (SP, p. 152) 
; 
Through such animal imagery and analogy, Valle Inclan and Asturias 
dcatroy our idea of a human being. The former extracts from man his 
hutaan identity, leaving him an ~mpty shell. ?he latter imparts to him a 
bestial identity that smothers and kills all human essence. 
Doth further dehumanize man by portraying him as a physical, men• 
tal and moral puppet. Thia de-personalizes him, stripping him of his 
human identity. Valle Inclan in particular uses masque imagery and 
collective groups to further strip man of his individuality. 
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In Tirano Banderas the characters act and react with the mechani• 
cal staccato movements of marionettes. they !!,! puppetn, physically and 
mentally, manipulated by the grand puppeteer (himself the most puppet• 
like of all), tirano Banderas. (See pp. 'S--C~ This outer automatism 
indicates an inner moral rigor mortiu. the hwnan being becomes • soul• 
less entity, nothing more or less than a piece of corvcd wood. 
Tu•Lag•thi tcn{a la voz flaca, de pianillos dcovencijados, y 
una moviU.dad r(gida de mweco autoitatico • un accionar esquii1ado 
de reaorte, una vida interior de alambre en espiral. Sonre!O con 
eu mueca amanerada y oacura • • • (TB, p. 145) 
El CAbo de Vara, en el sombrizo de la puerta, bac{a sonar la 
pretina de aus llavea: Era mulato, muy eucueto, con automatismo 
de fantoche • • • (IB 1 p. 103) 
Marco Aurelio senti8 la humillacitn de au vivir, 
la falda materna 1 abaurdo• inconsciente como los 
eaoa munecoa olvidados traa de loa juegos • • • 
arrcmansado en 
actitudes de 
('l:n, P• 106) 
La momia se inclino/ con r{gida meauro, seognndo la pl~tica • 
(TB, p. 46) 
• • 
/ Valle Inclan refuseo to allow man any degree of individuality or 
personal passion. Mestizo soldiers tum iAto "un grupo de uniformes" 
(tB, p. 18), faceless and namelese •17 ?he individunlo of the "Colonia 
Espanola" always react in lock•step. 
• • • se inclin~ban en hileras ante la momia taciturnn con la 
verde aalivilla en el canto de los labioa. (TB, p. 17) 
" La fila de gachupinea asintio con murmullos. (TB, p. 17) 
17cf. the unit of gendarmes who carried out the execution at the 
Club Harris. This scene :la reminiscent of Goya's "El dos de mayo." 
Kere also, the executioners, their facea covered with black hoods, por• 
tray a collective entity. Group action denies personal identity and 
rejects personal responsibility. 
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Se descompuso la ringla de gachupines •••• Las manos, enguanta• 
daa y torponaa, ae removieron indecisas, sin saber donde posaree. 
En un tacito acuerdo, los gachupines jugnron con lns brasilenaa 
leontinas de aus relojes. (TB, p. 17) 
-Y la ringla de gachupinoo balanccaba un murmullo, senalando au 
aduladora dioidencia.18 (TD, p. 18) 
The lowly Indians are pictured ao thingc instead of men: "Lao grador{aa 
de indios enaabanados se mov!an en o lnadas" (TB, p. 41). Human prisoners, 
each with his individual a3ony and despair, are merely "s0111bras taci• 
turnas 11 ('tB, p. 66). / Through masque imagery, Valle Inclan takes away 
man's own face and replaces it with a mask. Moreover, he conditions 
the reader to think of people not as ~!.!!l or~ woman, but eimply as 
a symbol, a mD.sk. 
,,. 
Zacarias, when he realizes the horrible mutilation of 
his child, never reveals any hum~n emotion. The scene merely ends. Next 
we see him as he lifts the metate and finds the pawn ticket for his wife's 
ring. On his way to the pawnshop, with the remains of his child slung 
over hia shoulder, the Indian wears his enigmatic, expressionleSI mask, 
which hides b.i& personal agony but reveals an abstract idea of agony, 
which aurpaaaes individual to:rment: 
/ / ~ InmOvil el gesto de su mascara verdina, hurano y entenebrecido, 
con taladro dQloroao en lao sienee, metiooe en las grescaa y 
voces del real, que juntaba la fcria de caballos. (TB, p. 94) 
" Valle lnclan's man has been stripped of all human identity. He is ab• 
eurd, nameless, faceless, emotionless, and soulless--a completely de• 
humanized thing. Volle Incla~'o world, by aealins itself off from human 
18In Valle Incla~'s Sonata ~ primnvera, thio impresoion of col• 
lective entities is evident in the actions of Mar{a Rosario's siaters 
~ho usually act and react in complete unison. 
conaiderationa. hae become an eaperpentic absurdity. 
In Aaturiaa•a work the puppet world ia far more complex. Aa• 
turiaa create• two puppet dimenaiona which provide a finely balanced 
counterpoint. On the one hand. there ia the grand puppet-maater. the 
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President, who manipulate• members of a aociety allowed to exiat only 10 
long as they remain puppeta. And the only way they can conform is by 
becoming deformed. They become mechanical men swinging crazily on the 
ends of the puppet-master'• strings. But "mechanical man" 18 a contra• 
diction in terma, for man auppoaedly baa a heart, a aoul and conscience. 
When man rebela againat wbat be is, he becomeaa,uchine gone berserk, 
progr&11111ed to laugh when be should cry. Such men are puppeta, not so 
much in their movement& •• in their deeds. 
Within thia society, however, there is a "real" puppet-master: el 
titiritero del Portal. Asturias eo unobtrusively weaves him into the 
fabric of society that he almoat alipa by, aa just another of the Preti• 
dent's puppets. Nevertheless, it ia through tbia puppet-master's 
marionette show that we realize the tragic absurdity of his 1ociety. The 
only "persona" able to cry at the grief of others are the little card• 
board puppets of Don Benjamin, the abaurd little puppet-maker. We firat 
meet him peering out into the street from his doorway where four drunken 
men are carrying the Pelele'a dead body. 
Don Benjamtft no med!a un metro; era delgado y velludo como mur• 
cielago y estaba aliviado at.; quer(a ver en lo que paraba aquel 
grupo de gentea y gendarmes a eapald4.a de dona Veniamon, dama de 
puerta naayor • • • / 
••Pero 1010 voa queres ver ••• ••ae atrevio don Benjamin con la 
eaperanza de aalir de aquel eclipse total. 
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Al decir aal. como ai hubiera dicho ;abretea perejil!, airc{ dona 
VenjamO'n como una montaaa, y ae le vino encima. 
···,En preeta te cargo, chu-mal{a!••le grito". Y alz~dolo del 
suelo lo saco a la puerta como un nilio en brazoa. 
El titiritero eacupi6verde, morado, anaranjado, de todoa colores. 
A lo lejoa I 1111.entrH el pataleaba aobre el vientre 0 cofre de au 
eapoaa, cuatro hombres borrachoa cruzaban la plaza llevando en una 
camilla el cuerpo del Pelele • • • (SP 1 p. 54) 
I I Pero su teatro de titeres aalio ganancioao de aquel lance aingu• 
lar. Loa muliecoa se aventuraron por loa terrenos de la tragedia 1 / 
con el llanto goteado de aua ojoa de carton•piedra, mediante un aia .. 
tema de tubitoa que alimentaban con una j•ringa de lavativa metida 
en una palangana de agua. Sus t{teres solo hab!&n ret"do y ai alguna 
ve£ lloraron fue con muecas rieuenas, ain la elocuencia del llanto 1 
corrienclolea por laa mejillaa y anegando el.J>i•o del tabladillo de 
laa alegrea faraas con verdaderoa rioa de lagrimaa. 
Don Benjamiil creyo/que loa niilos llorarr&n con aquella1 comediaa 
picadaa de un aentido de pena y au aorpreaa no tuvo Uiaitea cuando 
101 vio re:Cr con ma'8' ganaa • a sud{bula batiente • con ma1 alegr{a 
qua an tea. Loa ninoa re1an de ver llorar.. • Loa ninoa re{an de 
ver pegar... (SP, pp. S4•SS) 
thia mystified the simple puppet-master for it did not make aenae 
that cbildren••eapeciAlly chilclren••ahould find hie little tragedy 
comical. And not understanding at all, he concludes: 
. / • . / 1 
•• 1 llogico. 1 Ilogico. • • • / 
••jLOgico! iRelogico!•• le contradec!A dOUa Ven1amon. 
--1~logico! ;11ogico! Jllogico! 
••iRelogico! ,·ael6gico! illelogico! 
•• No entremoa en razonea! ••propon{a don Benjam!ii. 
••No entremoa en razonea! ••aceptaba ella ••• 
••Pero ea ilogico. • • / ,,. 
••jRel6gico, vaya! jRelogico, recontralogico! 
Cuando do'iia Ven1amon la teni4 con au marido iba agregando ail&• 
/ baa a las palabraa, como valvulae de escape para no eatallar. 
••iilololologico! ••gritaba el titirdtero a punto de arrancarse 
loa peloa de la rabi~··· / . , 
••/Re!ogico! jRelogico! jRecontralogico1 1Requetecontrarrelogico~ 
Lo uno o lo otroJ lo cierto es que eu el teatrillo del titiritero 
del Portal funciono por mucho tiempo aquel chicme de lavativa que 
hacill llorar a loa raunecoa para divertir a 101 ni.Doa. (SP, P• SS) 
Thia seemingly ridiculous conversation is 110ra revealing than it 
appeara. It baa been stated that an eaperpeiitic world ia absurd and 
therefore illogical. The puppet-master merely confirDUI the absurdity. 
The irony lies in the fact that he, a mere puppet himself, ahould be 
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the only one to recognize it. On a different level. two oppoaing worlds 
are implied: the logical and the illogical. These may be but different 
extenaione of the Bose-Apple, the Bird of Paradise. The moat striking 
analogy is between the marionette show where cardboard puppets cry to 
make children laugh, and the eaperpentic drama where human puppets laugh 
with hysteria at the tragic comedy of life. 
In the chapter entitled "Casa do mujerea ••laa" ia • perfect 
example of the kind of tragicomic situations that abound throughout the 
work: 
,. 
Un ferrocarril de gritoa paao corriendo. Bajo aua ruedaa tri• 
turantea, entre au• '8boloa y pin"onea, •& revolcaba una mujer 
ebria, bland.a, livida 1 color de afrecho, apretindoae las manoa en / laa ingles, despintandose laa mejillaa y la boca con el llanto • 
..... j Ay • mis o. • • vaaaAMrioa ~ i Ay mil ovM.Arioa ~ i Ay, mia o ••• 
vaaaAAAAMrio• ! i Mis ovarioa ! i Ay. • • mia ovarioa ! i >.y ••• ! 
Solo loa borrachoa no ae acercaron al grupo de los que corrian a 
ver que pasaba. En la confuaio'n 1 loa caaadoa preguntaban ai estaba / herida para ~archarae antes que entrara la policia, y loa demaa, 
tomando las cosas menos a la tremenda, corr!an de un punto a otro 
por el gusto de dar contra loa companeroa. Cad.a vez era maa grande 
el grupo alrededor de la 11ujer1 que se aacud:!& interminablemente 
con loa ojoa en blanco y la lengua fuera. En lo agudo de la crisis 
ee le escapo""la dentadura poatiza. Fue el delirio, la locura entre 
1 / / los eapectadores. Una aola carcajada sa udO el rapido dealizarae 
de loa dientea por el piso de cemento. (SP, pp. 162•63) 
The real point that Asturias makes is that these people, no matter hov 
tragic they may be• are not allowed the dignity of appearing ao. 
The puppet worlds imply two things. First, there are two puppet• 
maatera. both of whom are puppet• themselves. Second. man ia ab1urd pre• 
ciaely becauae be 18 a puppet. Occasionally, aa if to remind u• of man'• 
puppet•like nature, Asturias refers to hia characters as grotesque 
19 puppets. He particularly reserves the staccato, jerky, automatic 
response for the moat grand puppet-master, the President. And one may 
well wonder who controls him. (See p.,V-Y) 
/' Both Valle Inclan and Asturias have their characters react like 
puppets to human tragedy and pathos. .Aaturiaa, however, goes one step 
further. He reverses the role of men and things. In fantaatic meta-
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phorical language is portrayed man's refusal to recognize or combat evil. 
Whenever one human being calls out to another for human compaaaion, the 
eaperpentic man turns hi.a back,20 aa does God. 21 The only forces that 
empathize with the human plea are things, which can neither hear nor 
feel. There are innumerable examples of this, but two in particular will 
suffice. When danger or death is iullinent, society retreat&, but things 
/ 
come forward. ~fter the Pelele is senselessly destroyed by Vasquez, the 
entire human world, ai if 1n unconscious agreement, remains silent. Ita 
members neither eee • hear, o.or feel. A paralytic fear makes them imper• 
vioua. 
19 
• • • para aumentar el eacarnio era preciao qua a lo,a ojoa del 
Senor rresidente cruzara la imagen de Cristo en agon{a y poso con loa 
ojoa nublados bajo un palio/ cle oro que era infB111ia, entre filaa c!e 
monigotes, al red.oble de musicas paganaa. (SF, P• 217) 
20There ia one exception to this statement which is discussed on 
P• sq. 
21As the Pelele rolls down the steps of the Cathedral Porch, a 
saint watching from a window perfunctorily gives him absolution. At 
first glance, it appeare that the Pelele has received divine salvation. 
In reality, if one understands Asturias's condeJ1Dation of formal religion, 
the priest's bleaaillg is absurd and meaningle1s, for it doee not fulfill 
any h\ml811 need. It merely fulfills the Church's need to seem a 1aving 
force. See p. 8 I for other examplee • 
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Otro diaparo puao fin a la obra. to• turcoa •• encogteron eutre 
4oa detonacioua. Y nacU.e vio nacla • • • (SP, p. !Sl) 
the inaSmet• '-..Ol'ld•" boVft'•r. react• vitb quiverina motions 
A laa detotiaci.onea y alaridoa del fa le le• a la fup de Yt1que& 
y 1u •1p, ul veatida1 • luna cori:lan la• calle1 por l•• callee 
ain 1a'ber biea lo que habia auceclido 1 loa 'rbolea cle la plau •• 
tronaban lo• dedo1 en la pena de no poder decir con el v1ento 1 por 
loa bi101 t•l•btco1 1 lo que acababa de pa1ar. Laa call•• aaoraa• 
ban a laa eaquinu preguataiidoae por el lugar del crtaen y, como 
4a•orleatedaa., ... corrfu hacla 101 barrio• c'1trlc:oa y oua1 
bacia 101 arrabalea. (SP, p. 52) 
/ - - /. for el J.el f•l•lt/ llorabaa loa •ingitod.01 public:oo. (SP, P• 54) 
1n the follovlna, 1 the higher ecbelona of oociet)' alao mut tho aao total 
Deption. General Cenale1'a daughter, Camila, finda that her uncle and 
awt aot only rafua• to admit her illto their hQ8l9 (becaua• aha baa !elleo 
into the Preaident • • &favor), but ello ••• to vane to forget that abe 
ext.ate. hen their dog, Rul>7, through hie ferocioua ad vicloua barldng, 
echou thia complete aU.enation. After frantic but fru1tl••• bockin&t 
C.lla reeU.ua that eh• baa been completely abandoned by tboae al\• de• 
pead.ed upon to aav• her. Later. ill nd dalirioua. ah• fitfully dre ... 
about tbe ind.dent. lt 111 in her ni&htmaraa that the depth of hex terror 
an4 her need ia revealed.. Whereu in the original inciclent: only her con• 
tn>lled anti conacioua uapair 1a abovu, 11' the dr•• the uncont.rollecl, 
aubcon8Clowl eaaeace of. that cte1pair 1a heightened ea the twuae an4 ite 
otJJecu 't:J vainly to open the door • 
••• tan ••• tan ••• tan ••• 'f.&>or de la caaa ••• cacta cua tien• au 
puertubor para llwr a la gent.a qua !! viv• '1 que cuando ••" 
cenacia •• come 1l la v1'9iera auerta.. • • a tan de la caea.. • pueru 
••• n can 4a la eua... Rl agua d.e la pi la •• tom& toda o Joa c.aado 
01• aonar al puertamber 1 cled.r a laa criaa. con toaadita 1 , .. ,. A•7 
cocu!0 , 7 repellara• lu parede1 de loa ecos que Tan rep1tleucloi 
111 ·1._, toe.an• vay.a•brirr?: t.. "/ J.•1 coc., vayana•hrt.rrr t,. 1 y la 
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ceni~a ae inquieta, ain poder bacer nada frente a~ gato, au centi• 
nela de vista, con un escalofrio blando traa le carcel de laa parri• 
llae, y ae alarman lea roeaa, v{ctimas inocentea de intransigencia 
de laa eapinaa, y loa eapejoa, absortoa mediums que por el alma 
de los 111ueblea muertos dicen con voz muy viva: "iJ.·y tocan, va• 
yanabrir!" 
La caaa entera quiere aalir en un temblor de cuerpo como cuando 
tiembla, aver quiei'i esta'toca que toca el puertambor: laa cace• 
rolaa caracoleando, loa floreroa con peso de lana, las palanganaa 
ipalangan! 1palagan!, los platos con toe de china, las tazes, los 
cubiertoa regados como una risa de plats alemana lea botellaa 
vac(as precedidaa de la botella condecorada de l~grimas de aebo 
que airve y no airve de candelero en el Ultimo cuarto, los libroa 
de oraciones. loa ramoa benditoe que cuando tocan creen defender 
la caaa contra la tempeatad, las tijarae, las carecolaa, loa retra• 
toe, el pelo viejo, las aceiteras, las cajae de carton, loa £6sfo• 
roa, loe clavoa ••• 
••wSolo sus tfoa fingen dotmir entre las deapiertaa coaaa inanima-
das • • • (SP, P• 179) 
neaidee humanizing the inanimate, Asturias alto personifies nature, 
so that 1t becomes a force that both empathizes with mankind and protest& 
the disruption of harmony• for Nature adheres to a certain order. When 
the innate qrder in the world ia threatened or disturbed, Nature feels 
her own order disrupted. 
Whenever evil manifests itself, Nature reacta. She serves as a 
waming force; the interprets or 11he reflects aan•e inner feelings; she 
ehowa the compa111on completely lacking in man. For eUJDple, Cara del 
r 
Anget•a innermost thoughts are symbolically expressed through an analogy 
with Nature. He baa felt a great anxiety. He cannot understand why he 
has hesitated to po11eaa Camila'• body by force. Aa the general'• pro• 
tector, this waa hia inherent right. But he now feela theae "given 
riahta" overshadowed by something more powerful, something unfathomable, 
ineffable. In the following metaphorical analogy is aensed a new vital 
kind of birth. 
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Un viento extra'iio corr:CB por la planicie de su silencio. Una vegtt• 
/ /. ...... tacion salvaje alzabase con aed de sue poatanaa, cou eaa 1ed de 
/ los cactus eapinosos, con eaa sed de los arbolea que no mitiga el 
agua del cielo. ~Por que aera'as( el deaeo'l ~Por que loa 'rbolea 
bajo la lluvia tienen sed1 (SP, p. 71) 
/ 
Cara del Angel's sexual thirst can be assuaged, but he senaea that there 
is something more. That something is love. 
After the Pelele's murder, the wind. in mourning with the grieving 
street&, instinctively protests man'u inhumanity to man. 
Una confusa palpitacio~ de aien herida por loa diaparos teu{a el 
viento, que no lograba arrancar a aoplidos las ideas fijas de la1 
hojaa de la cabeza de loa ~rbolea. (SP, p. 52) 
Deep within a prison cell, a somber voice predicts man's doom, ae 
foretold in the deterioration and decay of nature. When the bloom of 
humanity dies in man, nature too reflects that decay. 
La• callee van a cerrarae un dla de eatoa hon:orizadaa. Loa (rbo• 
lea ya no frutecen como antes. El ma!'z ya no alimanta. El aueno 
ya no reposa. El agua ya no refreaca. El aire •e hace irreapira• 
ble. Laa plagaa au.ceden a las peatea, laa peatea a laa plaga1 1 y / ya. no tarda uu terremoto en acabar con todo. jVeanlo mia ojo1, 
porque somoa un pueblo maldito! (SP, pp. 201•02) 
Finally, Nature affirms the truth of the thematic metaphor by re• 
fleeting the contrastive duality inherent 1n life iteelf, always a two• 
fold Truth. 
El cielo parpadeaba aobre au eterna partida de ajadrez. (SP, P• 225) 
_ le• ~ajaritoa aaludaban la aurora en lo• jardinea de loa parque 
Lais) publicos y en los del interior de laa casaa, lo• pequenoa 
. / , jardinea de los patios. Un concierto celeatial de muaicaa tremulaa 
aub~ al azul divino del amanecer, mientraa deapertaban las ro1aa 
y mientras, por otro lado, el tanta.neo de laa campanaa, que dabau 
101 buenos d!aa a Nueatro Senor • • • (SP, p. 129) 
Amanecta ••• 
Loa zopilotea 
pio. Loa perroa 
/ 
ae diaputoban el cadaver de un gato a picotazo lim· 
peraegu{an a la• perras 1 jadeantea, con loa ojoa 
enardecidos y la lengua fuera. Un perro pasabo renqueando, con la 
cola entre las piernas, y apenas si volv(a a mirar, melancf>lico y 
medroso, para ensenar los dientes. A lo largo de puertas y muros 
dibujaban los canes las catarataa del Niagara. (SP, p. 130) 
!Ul Altered Perspective: ~Conscious liwarene.!3.!. 2!. ~ Grotesgue 
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The grotesque deformation of the real world is produced by destroy-
ing the usual perspective with which we view that world. When these atan• 
darda are distorted or destroyed, we feel disoriented, off balance, and 
out of tune. Moreove~, we adjust more easily to new standards. One of 
the ways in which Valle Incl'n achieves this disorientation is through 
incongruous and antithetical imagery. This peculiar type of imagery baa 
a functional purpose in that it conditiona the reader's perspective. 
/ Valle Inclan systematically undoes the word by distorting our logical 
and aensorial perceptions.22 He makes the reader perceive in a new way 
in order to ~ffect an insight not normally attained. Over and over. he 
uses such terminology as "una luz humoriatica" (p. 117), "una lO'gic& 
abaurda" (p. 132), "los poliedros del penaamiento" (p. 133), "el rejo 
maligno del 'tirano" (p. 139), 11una aerpieute biomagne'tica" (p. 151) • 
/ 
"Entre angulos y roturaa gramaticalea" (p. 132). "la luna chocarrera y 
cacareante" (p. 51), "un piano bipocondr{aco" (p. 53) • "la luz l{vida" 
,, ,, " (p. 53), "un sinfonico fondo heretico" (pp. 60-61), "caste paoion" 
(p. 53). 
To understand 1uch language, the reader !lJ.!.! alter his normal 
22tn Luces de Bohemia, Max Estrella remarks: 
/ -la expresion en el mismo espejo que nos deforma laa 
miserable de Espana" (p. 107). 
"Latino• defo:rmemos 
caraa y toda la vida 
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way of viewing reality. A particularly apt illu1tration i• Vaguillaa'a 
I' 
description of Tirano Banderas •• 11un vice•versa magnetico" (p. 124). 
Such imagery point• out, through a mathematical and abstract principle, 
the repulsive character of the tyrant and, by analogy, of tyranny. A 
11agnet1 by traditional norms, attracts. A vice-versa magnet, by asper• 
pantie norms, repele. / In thil way, Valle Inclan uaea concrete imagery 
to represent abstract ideas. 
Aaturia• ia neither ao technical nor ao intellectual. He affirms 
the absurd and incongruous condition of society through metaphorical 
language, but he doea not defom language itaelf, as doea Valle Inclan. 
Instead of juxtapoaing incongruous words, he contrasts antithetical 
ia!ages and idea1; for example, in the dream world of the idiot lies 
buried a cryptic statement on the human condition: 
De eapaldae se hizo al delirio aonando una campanilla. jNieve 
para loa moribundoe ! j El nevero vende el vUtico? ; El cura vende 
nieve! jNieve para loa moribundoa! ;Tiliit, til!il! ;Niave para 
lo• moribundoa ! j Paaa el via"tico ! Paaa el nevero ! ; Qu!tate el 
sombrero, muclo baboao? jNieve para loa moribundoa~ (SP, p. 22) 
Asturias ia merely saying, in symbolic lansuage, that the world is abaurd. 
To survive in such a world, man think• he must become an abeurdity, him· 
aelf. In order to understand reality in thia new way, we must accept 
Asturias's definition and interpretation of that reality. 
/ Both Valle Inclan and Asturias break down claaaical norma by de• 
atroying order and, with it, truth, morality and juetice. When this ia 
done, man seems to have no choice but to adapt to and accept the asper• 
pen.tic norms••or perish. In an absurd "converaation" between the impria• 
/' 
oned lawyer Veguillaa and Tirano Banderas, Valle Inclan ruthlessly 
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destroys the attorney and, by analogy, the meaning of law itself. The 
reader, however, has been subtly pre-conditioned. Veguillas has been 
pictured as anything but a complete man. He has always exhibited some 
characteristic or mannerism typical of amphibians or birda. Such imagery 
leads to a fragmented and distorted picture of hill: 
El Licenciado Nacho Veguillas, sesga la boca y aaca loa ojoa 
remedando el canto de la rana: 
--·,Cua! ;Cu&! (TB, P• 48) 
El Licenciado Nacho Veguillae, finchandoae en el pando compas 
de las zancas, eaco'el pecho y tend1rl el brazo en arenga ••• 
(TB, p. 49) 
/ Nacho Veguilla1 1 aacando los ojos a flor de la cara, aalto en 
al alfombrtii • • • (TB, p. 57) 
Nacho Veguillaa, con alegre tranaporte de botarate, aalto' de 
cucas, remedando el canto de la rana ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nacho Veguillae, muy featijado, a medio veetir, suelto el 
chaleco ••• aaltaba mimando el duo del eapo y la rana. (TB, p. 58)23 
In the jail ecene which.follows, we witness the lawyer'• total destruction 
and hie grotesque reformation: 
Entre la d.obla fila de hemaca1 aalto, lloron y groteaco el Liceu• 
ciaclo Veguillae: 
• ....__::;, C r' 
•• 1"'ua• ; ua. ,, 




••No eea1 payaao. 
-- ;cu&! ;cua! 
••Que no me divierte horita esa bvfopada. 
'• /. t 
--; Cua. -,cua. . 
--tendre que apartarle con la punta de la bota. 
••;cw!! ;cui! (TB, p. 124) 
23 Note again the refexence to the mating call and, by implication, 
the subsequent act of procreation itself, devoid of any human quality. 
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The deformation has affected the human image in three ways. First, Ve• 
guillas in his social function as :i la'1yer has been tl'nnsformcd into a 
frog. Consequently, he is completely deparsonalized and deprived of in• 
tellect, reason, and human dignity. Next, hie ethical code, the law (~ea• 
son, logic, and rhetoric) has been reduced to an empty croak. Finally, 
mankind itself is stripped ccmplctely of human worth, reduced to a com• 
plate and groteoque absurdity. Aa if sensing this new realm of the ab-
surd, Veguillaa at one point before his nrreot and imprisonment Daya to 
the student: 11 --Aqu[ es toy, noble jovcn. Solamente pido para serenarme 
un tr ago de agua. Todo es un suend' (TB, p. 65) • i 4 thuu, the new lnw and 
. . . la ~s o6lida garant{a ord~r in the tyrant, a defoi"lllntion himself. If 
del ordt-n es todavia Don Stmtoo Banderas" (TB, p. 25). 
Asturiss reduces law to a macabre farce, leaving it devoid of dig• 
nity, logic, and strength. At the srune time, he so deforms justice that 
it is beyond recognition. The lawyer ~bel Carvajal is unjust~y accused 
of the murder of Josl Parrales Sonriente, the President's dearest friend. 
He is promptly arrested and thrown into a dark, 1ank subterranean cell. 
Here he is given a ridiculously long indictment to read, except that it 
is much too long and the light growing much too dim. After an intermin• 
able and tormenting night of counting the yet unread ninety-ouo paseo, 
of trying to read them anyway, of desperately feelin& the print with his 
24 Veguillas's remark recalls Goya's Caprichos where grotesque deform• 
ity symbolizes the sleep of reason. In particular, Capricho 43, entitled 
"El sueno de la raz6n produce monotrolloa" shows this tragic condition. Ac• 
cording to Jose' L6pez-Rey, ". • • such forms and attitudes are meant to 
expose man's departure from reason, the core of his very self." Goya's 
fapriche..s (London, 1953), I, 83. 
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fingertips, of straining and hoping and praying, he is finally taken to 
the Central Prison. Here be ia shoved into the chamber where the por• 
tentoua Council of War ia e1tting. 
~ ~ 
••jPero, senor preeidente~ ••Adelantose a decir Carvajal al 
general que preaid~a el conaejo••. i ccXno podre defeudeme, si 
ni aiquiera me dieron tiempo para leer ~1 process? 
/ / --~sotroe no podel:IQt hacer nada en eao••contesto aquel••; 
los t8'rmino1 legales son cortoa, las horaa pasan 1 eato apura. 
Noa ban citado para poner el "fierro." (SP, pp. 204·05) 
Half a ritual, half a farce, what follow1 1eama like a dream to 
the innocent carvajal. Every detail of the trial appears to be in order, 
meticulously correct and proper. The tribunal table is covered by a 
flag, ae prescribed by law. There is an array of military uniforms. The 
mechanical reading of the documenta drones on endlessly. Last, the tak• 
ins of the oatha 11 formally carried out. But concealed beneath thi• 
rigid order ia the most flagrant diaordering of law and justice. 'lhe 
witness 1tand is occupied by the beggara, the bestial dregs of society: 
Patahueca, con e41ra placentera de borracho, tieao, peinado, colocho, 
aholco, no perdla palabra de lo que lefan ni gesto del Preaidente 
de Tribunal. Salyador Tigre aegu{a el conaejo con dignidad de ;orila, 
eacarbando1e las naricea aplaatadas o loa dientea granudos en la 
boca que le colgaba de las orejaa. El Viuda, alto, huesudo, siniea• 
tro, torcla la care con mueca de cad4ver aonriendo a loa miembroa 
del Tribunal. 1!!.!2• rollizo, arrugado, enano, con repentea de riaa y 
de ira, de afecto y de odio, cerraba loa ojoa y se cubria las orejas 
para que aupieran que no querfa ver ni o!r nada de lo que pasaba 
a111 ••• Ricardo el Tocador hablaba a aolas, fijoa los ojos en el 
vientre abultado de la sordomuda que babeaba las bancaa y ae ra1caba 
loa piojoa ~l aobaco izquierdo. A la aordomuda aegu{a Peregue, wt 
negro con solo una oreja como bacinica. Y a Peregue, la Chica•Hiona, 
flaqu!sima, tuerta, bigotuda y hediendo a colchon viejo. (SP, p. 205) 
These are the witneaaea aworn to tell the truth. The trial continues. 
After the reading of the indictment, the Prosecutor demands the death sen• 
tence. Carvajal- hie trained legal mind alert ~o every possibility, looks 
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at the members of the tribunal. He aearchaa frantically for one sign of 
jud&111ent or integrity, but to no avail. Ria eye takes in only disaster•• 
a drunk, an inebriated officer, and the Preaident 1 ao intoxicated that he 
ia on the verge of passing out. 'Ille sentence of courae has been decided 
in advance, but, unable to believe this madness, a quivering Carvajal 
hoarsely demands an appeal: 
••;Apelo de le aentencia! 
,, / t' jDejeae de cuentoa••reapingo el.Auditor••; aqu~ no hay pelo ni 
apelo, seramatatusa! (SP, p. 206) 
And with that capricious explanation, Carvajal'• fate is forever sealed. 
Aa a lawyer and as a man, he will be completely destroyed by this new 
grotesque order. 
The police entomb him in a subterranean dungeon three yards long 
by two and one half yarda wide in which there are twelve other live 
corpses: 
/ 
••• inmovilea por falta de espacio• unoa contra otroa como 
aardinaa, loa cualea satiafacfan de pie aua neceaidades, pisando ,. 
y repisando sua propioa excrementoa. Carvajal fue el numero 13. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
La hedetina de 101 excrementoa removidoa y la falta de aire 
r. / , le hac4an perder la cabeza y rodaba solo el, arrancado de aquel 
grupo de 1eres humanos. contando los gritoa del emparedado, por 
deapenaderoe infernales de la daaesperacion. (SP, p. 207) 
carvajal'a wife, afcer agonizing and fruitless efforts to have her hua• 
band released, is informed of hi8 death in an anonymous letter, which 
reads 1n part: 
Las v{ctimae ae retorc1an con loa ojoa cerradoa, como queriendo 
huir a tientas de la muerte. Un velo de humo nos aeparaba de 
un pw1ado de hombres qua al ir cayendo intentaban lo impoaible 
por aairse unoa con otroa, para no rodar aoloa al vac{o. JA)a 
tires de gracia aonaron como revientan loa cohetilloa, mojadoa, 
tarde y mal. Su marido tuvo la dicha de morir a la primera 
descarga. (SPa p. 230) 
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Against this mad disordering of law, morality, and justice is juxtaposed 
a aymbolic reminder of an innate harmony and order which is always pos• 
aible, if man will only choose it. The anonymous correspondent, unaware 
of the true significance of what he ia describing, writes: 
Arriba 1e ve!a el cielo azul, 1nalcanzable, mezclado a un eco 
caei imperceptible de campanas, de pajaros, de r!oa. (SP, p. 230) 25 
In dettroying carvajal, the President has deformed the law. Order has 
become disorder. Law as we know it in this society is replaced by for• 
tune, symbolized by the "loteria." 
De nad.a le servir{a eer inocente, de nada ••• apretaba (el tlo Ful• 
gencio). 7Amigo, amigo, la unica ley en egta tierra eg la loter!a: 
pog loter!a cae ugte en la c'rcelJ pog loter{a lo fugilan, pog 
loter!i lo hagen diputado, diplomatico, pregidente de la Gepub• 
lica, gen,-al, minigtr.2.• _ De que vale el egtudio aqu(, si to eg 
poa loteria? • • • " LS is_/ (SP, p. 102) · 
2s Although aymbola from the thematic reality are an integral part 
of the dream world (diacuaaed on pp.4S- ~I). they are also carefully 
interpolated into the daily life of the eaperpentic society, where by 
their mere presence they subtly emphasize the contrastive duality of 
life. The following examples illustrate this: 
Laa toaea de la fondera, para darlea a entender que loa dejaba a ,,,. 
aolaa y sue improperioa al encontrar a Vasquez completamente borra-
cbo tirado en el patiecito oloroso a roses de cachirulo • , • (SP, p. 84) 
/ ,._ 
••Te digo que dejea a eae animal si vaa a salir ••le grito dona 
Judith desde el patio, donde podaba loa rosales aprovechando que ya 
hab£8 pasado la fuersa del sol. (SP, p. 106) 
Camila, threatened by progressive anemia, tuberculoaia, and madness, fin• 
ally finds renewed life in the country, described with eome of the same 
aymbola of the thematic setaphor and in much the same language: 
.... 
Por entre loa pinoa de aombra caratnante, loa arbolea fruteros de / / < la huertaa y los de loa campoa mae altos que las nubea, aclaro un d~• 
en la noche de au pena • • • (SP, p. 278) 
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Not only is the lottery the only !.!!!. in the land, but its caprice is 
rigidly controlled by the President who, for all practical purposes, has 
become fortune and, by analogy, law itself. 
Con decir que si no fuera por mi Lel president!,/ no existir!a la 
fortuna ya que baeta de diosa c'\ega tengo que hacer en la lo• 
ter{a ••• (SP, p. 258) 
Mr. Gengia, the hnerican business man, oums up the whole tragic demise of 
rational thought and moral conduct as he remarka, "Pero yo 1 cree' que debe 
/ 
aer muy triste ser poeta; solo aer licenciado debe de ser la mae triate 
cosa del mundo" (SP, p. 256). 
With order destroyed, it is not difficult for Valle Inclan and As• 
turias to deform truth beyond recognition. They do ao through an inaidi• 
oua conditioning process. The more these tragic puppets tell the truth, 
the more brutally they are punished. The more they spy, cheat, and lie, 
the more they are temporarily rewarded. In Tirano Banderas, after the 
pawnbroker baa falsely informed on Zacar{as's wife, his behavior is com• 
aended as exemplary by the police inspector: 
/ ,...._ En el casillero de so1pecho1os busque la ficha del pajaro. Senor 
Peredita, nos ve1101. Muy meritoria au aportacion! (TB, p. 85) 
Later in this novel, this same pawnbroker attempts to cheat an old blind 
man and hie granddaughter. He justifies his immorality with the follow• 
ing explanation: 
. ~ / 
--El deseo no basta, y debe ser acompanado de loo hechos. Eetan 
uetedea muy atrasados.. A m{ me gueta a tender i,a circunatanciaa de 
mis clientes, aun contrarisndo mis intercsea: Eaa ha aido mi norma 
y volver.ra aerlo, pero con la revoluciou, todoa loa negocioa mar• 
chan torcidos. (TB, p. 73) 
The Spanish colony, in order to assure their financial solidarity 
feel that ••. • • en el inflexible cumpUmiento de laa leyea £i..e£ormada.J 
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" / ~ esta la unica ealvaguardia del orden y el florecimiento de la Repub• 
licatt (TB, p. 17). In abort, ethical order-law, truth, justice, morality 
are represented as disorder, while deformed law becomes the new order. 
Nachito Veguillas, the lawyer, sums up the entire absurd condition of a 
society which rationalizes its deformed conduct in order that evil appear 
good and chaos become order. " Muy triste mor1r inocente. Me condenan 
laa aparienciaa~" (TB. p. 105) 
In !!. Senor Preaidente, a similar distortion of truth is effected. 
Beaats that they are. society ie conditioned like Pavlov's dog. When ita 
members lie, they too are rewarded. When they tell the truth, they aro 
inhumanly punished. Two examples are the legless and blind beggar (per• 
haps the only truly noble character since he refuses to accept the lie aa 
the truth) and Fedina Rodas. The more the beggar, pbyeically half a man. 
obeys the Judge Advocate'a coa:mand to tell the truth, the more enraged 
that official becomes: 
/ 
••jDiga la verdad! ••grito el Auditor cuando restallaba el 
/ latigazo en las mejillas del viejo··· j ••• La verdad o ae eata 
ah!"colgado toda la noche! 
--~No ve que soy ciego1 ••• 
••Niegue entoncea que fue el Pelele ••• 
••jNo, porque eaa es la verdad y tango calzonea! 
Un latigazo doble le desangrO'°loa labioe ••• 
••;Ea ciego, pero oye; diga la verdad. declare como aus com• 
• paneroa •••• 
••De acuerdo ••adujo el Y.ooco con la voz apagada; el Auditor 
/ 
creyo suya la partida·-, de acuerdo, macho lerdo, el Pelele fue ••• 
--i Imbecu ! / 
El insulto del Auditor pardi.Oae en los o{do1 de una m1tad del 
hombre que ya no oiria mas. Al soltar 14 cuerda. el cad~ver del 
Mosco, e• decir, el torax, porque le faltaban las do• piern.aa, 
cayo,.. a plomo como pe6dulo roto. ,, 
·•jViejo embuatero. de nada hab{a eervido su declaracion, por 
ora cieso= ••exclamo/el Auditor al paaar junto al cad,ver. (SP 1 
PP• 16•17) 
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In this society man io lost and alone. Irrevocably conditioned 
to injustice as just, man eventually loses all senoc of justice. One 
such as this is "ese animal" condemned to torture and death by th.e l'reai• 
dent for overturning a bottle of ink on oome official papers • 
• • • pensandq{!:!sa animaM no como el resto de loe mortalea, qua 
aquel caatigo era inicuo; por el contrerio, que bucno estaba que 
le pegaran para ense'iiorle a no ser torpe-- ;y no poder gritar 
para aliviarse? ·-, para ensenarle a hacer bien las cooas, y no 
derramer la tinta sobre l~s notas ••;y no poder gritar para 
aliviane ~. • • (SP, p. 35) 
To produce this absurd world and eotablioh its validity. Vslle 
Inclan and Asturias deliberately create scenes which shock our innate 
oensibilitieo. In Tit'ano Banderas, this shock. effect io conveyed 
through both the depiction of horror and abourdity and the dispassion• 
ate manner in which they are accepted by society. The realisation that 
gross deformity has somehow become the norm producea an electrifying 
iJ:lpact. Tvo scenes in. particular ohow tllio. ln the first, Zacarias' a 
innocent baby is mutilated and devoured by pigs and vultures. When 
the Indian returno home and finds his child strewn over the pig pen, 
he methodically picks up the pieceo and places tnem in a sack. '.Chen he 
eita down in the doorway of his hut, tho sack between his feet, and 
tries to fathom why. Meanwhile, the lizards unconcernedly book them• 
selves in the oetting sun. The child, de-formed into ito p11rts (head, 
hands• heart, trunk), has been re-formed into a new i.t'lage--a sack of 
garbage. The whole senseless tragedy is accepted without a tem;,with• 
out a word. 
Zacar!8s llega: Horrorizado y torvo, levanta un despojo san• 
griento. Era cuanto encontraba de su ch811Ulco! Los cerdos 
hab(an devorado la cara y las manos del ni;:-o: Los zopilotes le 
habi~n sacado el corazort del pecho. El indio se volviO' al chozo: 
/ Encerro en su seco oquellos rcstoo, y con ellns a los pies, 
aentado a la puerta, so puso a caviler. De tan quieto, las 
moacas le cubr!Sn y los lagartos tomaban el sol a su vera. 
(TB, p. 92) 
/ Later Zacarias carries out hio bizarre revenge without any personal or 
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outward display of emotion. That quality is inherent in the scene itself: 
/ El Cruzado, con subita violenc1a, rebota la montura, y el lazo 
de la reata cee sobre el cuello del espantado gachup!n, quo ae 
deabarata abriendo loa brazos. Fue un dislocarae atorbellinado 
de las figuras, al revolveree del guaco: Un desgarre simulta'neo. 
/ Zacarias, en alborotada corveta, atropella y ae mete por la 
calle, llevandose a raotras el cuerpo del gachup!ii ••• El jinote, 
tendido aobre el borre~, con las espuelas en loo ijares dal 
caballo, sent{a en la teuoa reata el tiro~ del cuerpo que rcbota 
en los guijarroo. Y consuela su estoica triateza indiana 
Zacarias el Cruzado. (TB, p. 99) 
With this combination of senselesa brutality and eerie calm in the face 
/ 
of unspeakable agony, Valle Inclan intends to completely dioorient and 
shock our senses. 
In another scene, which takes place in the bordello, prostitution 
becomes the accepted standard by which purity and chastity are judged, 
while religion is pictured ae the handmaiden of immorality. (Indeed, the 
incongruous comparison of Lupita to Jarifa, an image of virtue and pla• 
26 tonic love, io grotesquely ludicrous and completely absurd.) A brief 
description of the lovemaking between the prootitute, Lupita, la Boman• 
tica and her lover, Nachito Veguillaa, will point this out. 
26 The reference to the platonic image is implicit in the following 
passage from !!_~bencerrage Y.. !!. he1lllosa Jar1fa, edited by Francisco 
i,opez Estrada (Madrid, 1965), p. 34. uvua en las aguas de la fuente 
el propio como ells era, de suerte que donde quiere que volv{a la cabeza, 
- / hallaba au imagen; y en mis entranaa, la inas verdadera. 11 
/ / 
·-jAngel puro/de amor, que amor inspira! iYo tc sacare del 
abismo y red1mire tu alma virginal! ;taracena! ;Taracena! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
/ ··Nachito, no sees sonso y d6jarme rezar eate toque de 
Animas. 
,. / / / 
••jBeaame, Jarifa! jBesame, impudica, inocente! j Dama un 
osculo casto y virginal! iCaminaba oolo por cl dcoierto de la 
vida, y se me aparece un oasis de amor, donde repoaar la 
frente ! (TB, p. 60) 
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By comparison, Acturios's shock technique lacks the impamsionato 
/ tone snd the exquioite delicacy of Valle lnclan'a portrayal. The shock 
effect in Aaturioa'o wcrk results from the immediate ond horrifyint im• 
presoion of violent, crazed beasts who relentlessly stalk humanity. The 
description of Fedina Rodas's interrogation by the ~uditor, shows the 
extent of thie physical and mental degr~dation. The latter demands to 
know the whereabouts of General CDnales, a politicnl fugitive. Savoring 
each moment of his victim'• agony, he viciously threatens to keep her 
from suckling her starving infant son if she does not tell him the "truth." 
In the background can be heard the now weakening cries of the dying baby. 
But Fedina Rodas can do nothing, for she does not know where the general 
ia. Desperate and be~ildered, terrified for her child, she begs, im• 
plores, and beseeches the Auditor, but to no avail. She fervently calla 
on the Virgin but receives no answer. She is beside herself. The more 
ahe swears that she has told the truth, the more the Auditor screams at 
/ / her like a demented animal, "~Donde esta el general'l" (SP, p. 116) 
/ In comparison with the quiet inner pathos of Zacarias's tragedy, Fedina 
Rodas's tormentoverflows with emotion when she realizes her son is dead. 
/_ ..... / / Su hijo hab1a dejado de existir ••• Nina Fedina alzo el cadaver 
que pecaba como una c.6'ccara seca ••• Lo besaba. Se lo untab~. 
Mas pronto se pueo de rodillas • • • 
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Con la carita plegado como la piel de una cicatriz, doa c!rculos 
negroa alrededor de loa ojos y loa labioa terroeoa, mia que niilo de 
meee1 parec1a un feto en panales. Lo arrebato sin demora de la 
/ ~ 
claridad, apretujandolo contra sus senos pletoricos de leche. QU•• 
j'baae de Dioe en un lenguaje inarticulado de palabraa amasadaa con 
llanto; por ratitos ee le paraba el corazon y como un hipo agonico, 
lamento tras lamento, balbuc{a: ·1hij! ••• ;hij! ••• ;hij! ••• jhij~ ••• (SP, P• 148) 
The grotesque descriptions of unbearable human agony and torment 
are repulsive and incredulous, but through them the full extent of man's 
bestial metamorphosis is realized; for not even beasts display such in• 
sane madnesa••the luat to destroy for the joy of destruction. lloreover, 
one cannot help wondering why both man and God appear to have deaerted 
27 
man. The most shocking reali&Ation is that the Auditor haa no inten• 
tion of beli~ving Fedina Rod.as, for he thirsts for blood, not truth; he 
feeds on injuatice, not ju1tice. If he allows himself to believe Fedina 
Rodas'• story, he must give up his prey and, with it, his opportunity to 
destroy. It is this understanding, along with the total depravity, which 
cauaes a feeling of sickening disillusionment with men. It is the triumph 
of pure evil over love, the betrayal of humanity by man, 
The mind tries desperately, but unsuccessfully, to escape the 
thought that human beings can really be like this. And yet, Asturias 
insists on the truth of his portrayal. The lawyer's wife, in her despair, 
incredulously reaches the same conclusion: 
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When Fedinn Rodas, begging to be allowed to suckle her baby• 
call1 on the Virgen de Carmen, ahe is harshly told, 11•• jAqu! no hay Vir• 
genes del Carmen que valgan!" (SP, p. 116) In addition, even the divin• 
ity and aanct!.tY of God is attacked by equating him !,1th sexual aymbolism. 
"Y ea ve:ran Len la pared de la celda de Fedina 'BDda!} la palabra Dioa 
jun to a un fa lo un numero 13 •obre un tea t1culo mone truoao • • • " (SP, 
p. 109). 
De8pue"s de todo, ya entando nll{, se le hac{a imposible que 
fuailaran a au marido, as{ como as{; as{, de una descarga, con 
bales, ccn armas. hombree como 61, gcnte ccmo fl con ojos, con 
boca, con manos, con pelo en la cabeza, con unas en los dodos, 
con dientes en la boca, con lengua, con galillo ••• No era posible 
que lo fuailaran hombres as{, gente con el miomo acento de voz, 
con la misma manera de var, de o(r, de acosteree, de levnntarse, 
de &Dar, de lavaree la cara, de comer, de re{r, de ondar, eon loa 
mismas crecncias y las miEmaa dudas... (SP, p. 219) 
Once the monstrous truth about mankind is accepted, the reoponsibility 
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for thic monstrousness muot ~lso be accepted by man. Man feelo his own 
guilty existence. ln an eaperpentic world, hoffever, this eenoe of guilt 
is not often overtly manifested. If it appears et all, fear rapidly 
obliterates it. 
Ihe Dream }!p.£1!: h_ Subconsciou! Experience 2! Reality 
/ Valle Inclan and Asturias, throush a grotooque deformation of the 
real world, have shown society as it really i&--ab1urd and tragic. Thia 
tragic factor, the one at the basis of their caricatural design, is the 
realization that the world as it appears to us-•external reolity--is juat 
as absurd as the grotesque and prcpouterous representations these authors 
offer. This absurdity results from the ludicrous portrayal of the moat 
respected features of our uorld, which mokes it impoosible to take aeri• 
ously the original models of the csperpentic imitations. 
Valle Inclan's portrayal is intended to be a synthetic one in 
which the subjective element 1o always ~evealed thxough an exterior mani-
festation. Uora refers to this artiotic device as "una visio'n desde 
fuera 11 which he explains thus: 
/ 
El moralists psicologo dice: "En el fondo, somoa esto y aquel1o." 
Valle, ain declararlo expl!'c1tamente siquiera, ensetia: "En la 
superficie, es decir, por lo que sc ve y puede verse, somos eso: 
aerea eaperpe'nticos. 112B 
Asturias, however, io not content merely to create esperpentic 
beings. He seeks, in addition, to illuainate their eaperpentic tragedy 
by aubjectivizing the external worl~. / Where Valle Inclan systematically 
imposes order upon disorder (geom~trica ruina), Asturias chaotically dis• 
29 
orders reality by creating a surrealistic dream world. This dream 
world ia a subjective real.lll in which intuition, not reeson, becomes the 
instrument of revolation. 30 
According to Lemaitre, it is in the dream uorld that the unaus• 
pected potentialities of our innermost being surge forth when in contact 
with the element4l forces of nature. In this subjective realm. man can 
return to his moat apontaneous approach to life. He soon leeins (as does 
/ Cara de Angel) that there is no clear•cut separation between his imagina• 
,._ 
tion end hia surroundings. In El Senor Presidente, the dream world al• 
- . 
ways reflects some aspect of external reality, but in a disordered illog• 
ical fashion. 31 This is effect.eel in several different ways~ First, the 
28 Nora, pp. 86•87. 
29 laturiaa, during his stay in Faris (1922-1927) not only met and 
counted as his personal friends many of the early Surrealist leaders 
/ / (Andre Breton, Faul Eluard end Gertrude Stein). but also was himself in• 
volved in the early Surrealist movement. See the unpublished dissertation 
(University of Washington, 1965) by Ray A. Verzasconi, ·~fagical Realism 
and the Literary World of Miguel Angel Asturias," p. 5. 
30 Salvadore Dali has openly advocated the adoption "of a delirious 
attitude of mine for our appraisal of the outside world." Cited in 
Lemaitre, p. 208. 
31 The dream world. aa used in this study, includes such forms of 
subconscious activity as dreams themselves, hallucinations, nightmares. 
aud a type of "stream of conacioueneaa" rumination. 
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dream world heightens reality by depicting past or future events in a 
strange and different context. Second• it interprets. symbolically, 
phenomena which seem meaningless or inaignificant when viewed rationally. 
Third, it acts as a prophetic force. Fourth, it releases man's con• 
science from the inhibitions of fear and reason, revealing his innate 
sense of decency snd his feelings of culpability. Fifth. it contrasts 
the falsity of the external wo~ld with truths revealed in the aubcon• 
scious realm. In summaryt the dream world is an instrument of revela• 
tion, a subjective, intuitive dimension \fhich cannot be separated from 
the external wurld it illuminates.32 
Moreover, t1oven into the febric of these dresms are the symbolic 
allusions to Asturias's thematic metaphor, which recognizes man's poten• 
tial for good or for evil. Furthermore. it inoista that mtlll ia perfectly 
capable of and reaponaible for distinguishing between those tvo forces. 
To realize thio capacity, he aunt do more than merely ace with his real 
eye (reason) the surface reality; he roust intuit with bis falae eye 
(dreams) the intrinoic meaning of that reality. 'rheae two realms are 
inextricably related to each other, and together represent both the 
conscious and the subconscious state of mind. ("Soy la caentira de todas 
laa coaao reales, la realidad de todao las vicciones. 11 ) Only in his 
dremns, then, cmi man see the world and himself, not as they seem, but 
32 Although I am dealing now only with Asturiao 's novel, at the 
same time, I am also by implication showing what Valle Inclan did not 
do. 
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as they really are. 
It is not by a~cident that the idiot's dronm is the first to be 
revealed. Perhaps it may be the most important one, for it gives an 
insight into thooe that follou. If we accept the theory that roason 
only hinde~s our intuitive perception, then the idiot's mentality should 
be the one most receptive to truth, for he is a creature devoid of intel• 
lect and unencumbered by reason. As an idiot (the lo~est of the mentally 
deficient), his mind is closest to the childlike, innocent atage of life, 
where imagination and fantasy prevail. Asturias explicitly tells us that 
during the idiot's delirium, his mind hovers in a dimension oomewhere 
33According to Lemaitre, Surrealists feel that the boat time to 
grasp the meaning of our dreams is during the momants "when our spirit 
h!!!. awake, h!!! asleep, 1a already liberated from the influence of outer 
contingencies and yet not completely sunk beyond the reach of our percep-
tive faculties into absolute darkneos." The purpose of the Surrealist 
ia to find the essence of live, divorced from reason and logic (p. 22; 
emphasie mine). 
In addition, Surrealists stress that reason is the one thing that 
can !!.2S help them in their search for this higher reality (p. 188). 
Whether directly influenced or not by Surrealist thought and method, 
Asturias obviously is saying much the smae thing in metaphorical lan• 
guage, and doing much the same thing by using the dream world as an 
interpretive instrument of his esperpentic society. This conclusion, 
although independently arrived at, is supported by the following evidence. 
In a discussion of his latest novel, Mulata !!. .!:!!. Asturias alludes to a 
surrealistic dream world and its counterpart, external reality: 
/ - -Mi realismo es "magico" Lthe reference is to Magical Realism/ porque 
el revela un poco de suelio, tal como lo conciben los surrealistaa. 
Tal co~ lo couciben tambie~ loa mayqs en aua textos sagradoa. Leyendo 
estos ultimas yo me he dado cuenta que existe una realidad palpable 
sabre la cual se injerta una otra realidad, creada por la imaginacio'n, 
y que se envuelve de tantos detalles, que ella llega a ser tnn "real" 
como la otra. Toda mi obra se deaenvuelve entre eatas dos realidade3s 
La una social, pol!tica, popular, con personajes que hablan como habla 
el pueblo guatemalteco; la otra imaginaria, que los encierra en una 
especie de ambiente y de paisaja de ensueno." (Cited in VerzasconJ.'a 
dissertation. p. 20) 
Mr. Verzasconi adviseo that the above passage is an excerpt extracted from 
' an article on magical realism by Asturias. For further discussion on magi• 
cal realism, consult pp. 9•22 of Verzaaconi'• cited work. 
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between the conacioua and the eubcon1ciou1: even before bi• dream oc• 
cure, he i8 beginning to approach a realm divorced from commonplace 
reality. terrorized by the cry, madre, he wildly races through the 
atreeta to any place and to no places 
Medio en la realidad, medio en el aueno, corria el felele 
perseguido por loa perroa y por los clavos de una lluvia fina. 
COrrCa ain rumbo fijo, de•pavorido• con la boca abierta, la lengua 
fuera, enflecada de mocoe, la reapiracioil acezo•a y loa brazoa en 
alto. (SP, P• 19) 
I.oat in hie own terror, be finally reachee the outakirta of town. He 
ainka down ou the rubbiah heap where hia mind begin• to conjure up fan• 
taatic- illogical imagery: 
Laa ui'as aceradaa de la fiebre le aaerraban la frente. 
Disociacion de ideaa. Elasticidad del mundo en loa eapejoa. . 
Deaproporci6U faututica. Huracan deU.rante. Fuga vertinginoaa, 
horizontal, vertical, oblicua, recien nacide y muerta en eaptr:al ••• 
••• erre, erre, ere, ere, erre, ere, erre... (SP, p. 20) 
A~ hie mind wendera in this hallucinatory realm, the idiot is attacked 
and wounded by vulturae. Seeking respite from the agonizing pain, he 
fitfully falla in and out of a deliriou.a aleep. Again Aaturlaa call• 
attention to thia twilight zone between wakefulneaa aud sleep: 
••• medio deapierto, •edio doranido, entre bocaa grandee y 
-pequenaa • con dientea y ain dientea, con labioa y ain labioa, 
con labioa doblea, con peloa, con lenguae doblea, con triples 
lenguaa, qua le gritaban: ti; Madre! ;Madre? ;Madre?0 (SP, p. 21) 
In his dream the idiot aeea hia agony magnified to incredible heights. 
Ile heara once again the drunkard'• tormenting battle cry, 0 Madre~" For 
a moment he awakens and feela a tremendous eenae of desolation, of com• 
plete aloneneae. Thia ia conveyed by the simple ''Nadte, Madie," aa he 
gazes dumbly about with 1ad eyes. .And then he again takea refuge f1'01I 
pain "en la noche de eua ojoa" (SP, p. 22). Be continue• dreaming. And 
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in the dream of an idiot ia reflected the tragic condition of humanity. 
El Pelele finds himself in a large patio, aurrounded by ma1ked apacta• 
tore, watching a cockfight. Aa one of the combatants diea, without pain, 
the gla1ey eyea of the crowd light up with pleaeure at the eight and 
eaall of blood. The puppet-maater•a tragedy ia re•enactad. Grief pro• 
duces laughter. (See p.27 of thia atudy.) 
Hore diajunctive imagea torment the idiot until he hears someone 
tiptoeing through his dream. lt ill hi• mother, the mietreas of a cock• 
breeder. Ria mother'• image produce& a far different effect upon him 
than did the maU.cioua abrieking of the word ''mother." With tears in 
his eyea, he rune toward bar, not away from her; and in her bosom he 
fincl8 relief from his excruct.ating agony. In the eaperpentic world, 
the maternal &J'l'llbol hat a deformed, grotesque connotation; it ia a 
atiaulua which automatically produces laughter, terror or dementia. But 
1D the dreaa world of t1'e E1tlelet, the maternal aymbol regains it• tel• 
luric aignificance. It ii a haven and a 1yrabol of love and harmony: 
/ --En el peeho matemo ee alivio. Laa entranu de la que le 
hab!A dado el)ler abaorbieron como papel aecante el dolor de eua 
heridaa. ; Que bondo refugio imperturbable! j Que nutrido afecto ! 
,·.Azucenita! i Aa:ucenota! Carinoteando! Cariiloteando~ ••• 
(SP, PP• 23-24) 
And the Pelele lif te up his head and without speaking aaya perhaps 
the most poignant and •ignificant line in the whole novel: 
_,,,. """ /"'- / 
••;Perdon, nanola, perdon! (SP, p. 24) 
Through bia childlike and simple plea for forgivene••• the idiot's per• 
aonal auf fering takea on the universal agony of all mankind. 34 But even 
341t ie not my intention to auggeet the idiot aa a •ubject for a 
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more important, hia apology is essentially eni8l'llatic. (Perhapa it ia a 
symbol of the inherent culpability man feels in having been born at 
all.) lt aay be au intuitive realization of man'• refusal to racosnize 
the exietence of evil and to assume reaponaibility for it. Ironically 
then, it i8 the idiot who perceive• what man doea not; it ia the idiot 
who admits, for man, hie inherent guilt, hie tragic condition. 
The reply of the apparition ia also puzzlingt 
t la aombra qua le pasaba la mano por la cara, car:Gloteando 
responclio a au queja: 
--·1 PerciO'n, hi Jo• perdO"n 1 (SP, p. 24) 
By merely echoing hia agony, the mother answera, yet offere no solution. 
Ber reaponae ia more a tremendous reflection of tragedy and of an em• 
pathy too often lacking in the real world. When the idiot murmurs, 
"
1Ranola, me duele el alma!tt the apparition tenderly strokes hie cheek 
but merely repeats, tt'1Hijo, me duale el alma! 11 (SP, p. 24) Perhaps 
Aaturiaa ia aaying that God weeps with and for man, who has relinquished 
hi• humanity and Joined the beasts. 'l'he well cf despair apringa from 
deep within the idiot and reflectu the tragic condition of society, of 
bUlll4ll• who have forgotten they even have soule••tragic puppets. The 
idiot emergea as the only one to whom the inne-r meaning of life baa been 
revealed. 
And juat aa auddenly aa be found hia mother the idiot jumps off 
her lap and rune to watch what eeema to be a circus but ia really a 
Chd.at figure; however• 1 would not disavow the poHibility in a purely 
humanitarian context. It does appear that he auffera the combined 
agonies of man and, by analogy, for man. Bia plea recalls Chri1t'a worcla 
from the croaa, "Forgive them, Father, for they know not what they do." 
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disordered representation of Aaturiaa•a thematic metaphor and a graphic 
comment on the preceding scene: 
"Loi confeaionarioa aub{an y bajaban de la tierra al cielo, 
elevadorea de al.mas manejadoa por el ~gel de la Bola de Oro y 
el Diablo de lo• Oncem:ll Cuemoa. De un camar:!il••como pasa la 
luz por loa criatalea, no obatante el vidrio••aalio la Virgen del 
carmen • • • le condujo de la mano a un estanque de peces de 
colorea y le dio el arco•irie para que lo chupara como piruli: 
jLa felicidad completa! Sent!"ase feli& desde la puntitita de la 
lengua haata la puntitita de loa piea. Lo que no tuvo en la 
vida 1 un pedazo de cera para maaticar como copal, un pirul! de 
menta, un eatanque de pecea de colorea y una madre que aoba6dole 
la pierna quebrada le cantara ";aana, aana, culito de rana, aiete 
peditoa para vos y tu nana!", lo alcanzaba dormido en la basura. 
(SP, P• 25) 
Ironically, only the idiot, the lowest form of h\llllanity, finds happine1s 
in the dream world••perhapa that happineaa can even be interpreted as 
God. the rest of aociety are condemned to see only the brutality of 
their existence. Although the idiot appears to receive absolution in 
the real world, he does not. It is only in the dream world that he find• 
. 35 
true paradiae, an inner harmony of mind and of soul. 
In the dream of Genaro Rodas, man's conscience ia freed from the 
ccmfinea of the rational world. It springs forth from his brain as a 
single monstrous eye (" el ojo de vidrio") which clings tenaciously to 
his hands, takes poaaeaaion of him, and envelops him in ltia own guilty 
conscience. From his child's cradle, death rises ae a deformed, gro• 
tesque fetus. Slowly the spectre changes into a woman's skeleton with 
hanging breasts, like dead rats. As the eye travels over his entire 
35the idiot's total lack of reasoning power and his spiritual 
intuition are reminiscent of Unamuno'a idiot (in San Manuel Bueno, Har• 
!!£), who repreaented blind faith aa oppoaed to rrnon (San Manuel):--
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hand, he tries to crush it, but vhen he opens hie hand it reappears 
crawling over his fingers, " / / • • no mas grande que el corazon de un 
/ ,,. 
pajaro y mas horroroao que el infiemo" (SP, p. 59). Again Asturias 
interposea a.clue to interpret the dream. The mention of the heart of 
the bird recalls the bird of paradise, love-heaven. The infemo repre• 
aents evil•hell. '-oda1 tries to hide from t~e accusing stare. but be 
cannot escape hia own culpability. Terrified. he falls on hie kneea and 
desperately embrace• hie wife•a legs as she stands by the cradle. He 
c8JU1ot contain himself. He proceeds to tell her about the circumatance1 
of the idiot'• death, just aa he "saw" it with hia own eyes (2i2,S!, 
verdad): 
••Sobre las gradaa, a(, para abajo, rod Lel euerpo del Pelete7 
/ 
chorreando aangre al primer dieparo, y no cerro loe ojoa. Laa 
piarnaa abiertae. la mirada irunovil ••• jUna mirada.. fr{a, pegajoaa, 
no a8. •• ! j Una pupila que como un relampago lo abar:co todo y ae 
fijo,,,en noootroa! ; Un ojo peatanudo que no ee me quita de aquf, 
de aqu( de loa dedos • de aqu(, Dioe mio, de aqu!!... (SP• p. 60) 
The aigbtle••• staring eye of the idiot has reappeared to Bod.as in his 
nightmare. But Bodaa doesn't recognize it aa auch. He describes it thus: 
••jlln ojo ••• 1 a{, un ojo redondo, negro, peatanudo, como de 
vidrio! (SF, p. 59) 
lt 1a the false eye ("ojo de vidrio") of truth which forces Rodas to 
recognize the inner immorality of the idiot's murder and to een1e ita 
tragic preaentimenta and implications. 
/ Although it is Vasquez who actually murders the Pelele, Rodea 
deeply feel• the horror of the act. Subconaeioualy, he assumes the 
guilt for man's inhumanity to man. In a sense, he ia even more guilty 
than Vasquez, for at least he recognizes that a crime hae been counitted. 
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Yet he chooses to do nothing to prevent evil from taking place. Thus, 
by his silence and hie inaction, he abandons the Pelele and humanity. Aa 
a result, he becomea the inatrument of hia own child'• destruction and of 
hia wife's physical and mental debasement. The ataring eye is neither 
the eye of God nor the eye of the devil aa the couple thinks. It ia 
lodaa's conscience in the form of the idiot's accusing aye. Although 
the guilt it bia to bear, it never manifests itself in the real world, 
but remains buried deep in hia subconacioua where he does not have to 
face it. 
The bestial met~rphosia of Chabelona heightens the inner bee• 
t!Ality of thia esperpentic society. The old nurse, driven mad, aa much 
by the madnasa about her aa by the open gash in her skull. in savage· 
revenge, tries to destroy her reflection in the fountain and her ehadow 
on tbe patio floor, both of which seem to be pursuing her• Kicking, 
atomping, and acreaming in rage at the illlagea of her own beattallty, she 
succeeds only in deetroying her eyee, the •irrors of herself. The 
shadow and the reflection remeiD beaat•like, a groteeque and indeetruc• 
tible memorial to tragedy. The old nurse cannot escape what ahe doea 
not want to believe, or what she herself baa become, a demented beast: 
/ / Mordida por la colera ae puao en pie y la.tome contra su eombra 
y su imagen golpeando el agua y el pieo, el agua ~on laa manoa, 
el piao con los pies. Su idea ete borrarl•s• La sombra ae retorc1a 
como animal az.otado, Da, a pesar del furioao taconeo. aiempre 
estaba a111 •..• Aulld' con berrinche de fiera rabiosa, al sen-
tireo incapaz de deatruir aquel polvito de carbo~ regado aobre laa 
piedraa • que bu{a bajo sua piaotonea como ai de verae eintiera 
lo• golpeJ; y aquel otro polvito luminoso eapolvoreado en el agua y 
con no ae que de pea de au imagen qua akollaba a palmotadaa y 
punetaaoe. 
Ya loa pica le aangraban, ya botaba las manoa de cenaancio y au 
sombra y 6U iatagen seguiB:n indeatructibl.es. (SP, p. 88) 
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Obviously, the only way to erase bestiality is to attack it from within, 
for -what man is will always manifest itself. Chabelona, however, in 
desperation, bashes her head into the fountain and i• blinded by the 
thorns of a rose tree branch. Here again, Asturias's thematic metaphor 
is interposed: 
Do• rosas cayeron en el agua ••• 
La rama de un rosal espinudo le hab!a arrebatado loa ojoa ••• 
Saltb por el 1uelo Como au propia sombra hasta quedar exanime 
al pie de un naranjo que pringaba de sangre un choreque de abril. 
(SP, p. 88) 
The juxtaposition of the flower and the fruit tree symbolizes, aa 
does the Roaa•Manzena, good and evil, irrevocably intertwined. Thia 
duality is further emphasized in the dual poaaibilitiea of the roae 
tree itself, which offers either pleasure (flower) or pain (thorn). The 
whole palpitating dichotomy of life is poignantly expressed in this 
metaphor. Asturias is saying that life always offers us two choices. 
We choose our own destiny. We make ourselves. 
,,.. 
In the juxtaposed dream worlds of Camila and Care de Angel is 
effected a delicate couuterpoint of this tragedy. Aa the latter rumin• 
ates on the gossip surrounding his relationship with Cmnila, he becomes 
more and more infuriated, partly because society judges him by its own 
immorality and partly becauee he almost wishes that the malicious insinu• 
ations were true. Sub~onaciously, he begins to feel arise in him a pro• 
tective in1tinct for Camila, ucomo yo llegue a averiguar que han dicho 
media palabra mal de el la, las hago miembros de 1!. .Juventud Liberal 11 
(SP, P• 143). At the sBme time, he experiences a tinge of regret for 
/ 
not having enjoyed her physical charms, ''Y la bizo auya ae diran ••• 
Si supieran que no es ast: que aqu:r::"estoy medio arrepentido ds mi pro• 
ceder caballeroso" (SP. p. 143), And he vacillates between the spirit 
and the flesh, between the flower and the fruit, Disgruntled, dis• 
gusted, erotically arroused by hie own mental pictures, he concludes: 
A la droga con los tornillos del 
/ la sinrazon, esa baboaidad dulce 
I -sentido comun. Mejor el sueno, 
de color azul al principio • • • 
(SP, p. 142) 
But he experiences great difficulty in falling asleep. His in• 
stinct accuses him because he did not take Camila by force. Tormented 
by the blackness of his own thoughts, he euvisiono suicide oa the only 
means of escape: 
' / /'" r' 1
·1 Ya no aere anas. • •• , se decia. 
terior. (SF, p. 142)36 
Y todo el temblaba en su in• 
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At this point he ia still unable to recognize the lronic truth.that hia 
frustration otems from a spiritual need rather than a aexual one. He 
senseo, however, that in conquering a part of hia bestial self he has 
denied evil, but he regrets the price he baa bad to pay. In a strange 
intuitive way he feels a void in himself, but he dooe not yet conecioualy 
36 / By this remark, Cara de Angel shows that he senses hill eventual 
destruction brought about by hie ovn decisions. Later, as he tries to 
justify to himself bis departure to a new land and, consequently, his 
desertion of his own, he is haunted with a vague apprehenoiveneas, a sue• 
picion of 'llhich he is not c~nsciouely eware. ~ving compromised with 
evil, he feels his very exiatenco threatened. Consequently, he later 
tries to assure that existence in the only way he knows how--by depending 
upon the President. Thus he desperately repeats to himself, 0 pienso con 
la cabeza del Senor Fresidente, luego existo, pienao con la cabeza del 
Senor Preaidente, luego _..existo ..... (SP, p. 263). This remark reveals the 
tragic flaw in Cara de Angel, for obviously Asturias implies that if be 
depends upon the P~eeident for existence, converaely he must be prepared 
to accept evil and death·-non existence. Moreover, in order to conform 
to the President's way of thinking, be must deform himself and thus de• 
stroy his own humanity. 
realize that what ho is seeking is love to replace the ~vil he has re• 
jected: 
Y al sobreponerme a m!'"mismo para librar a Camila de mie inten-
ciones, deje'una parte de mi ser ain relleno y por eso me siento 
vacio, 1ntranquilo, colerico, enfermo, dedo a la trampa. El 
hombre ae rellena de mujer••carne picada--co~o una trips de cerdo 
para estar contento.· (SP, p. 143) 
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Still in th!.s eerie twilight zone, he again hears Camila franti-
cally knocking at the door of her uncle's house. The knocking persists, 
growing louder and louder, until he realizes that tho banging is a 
shovel hitting against the earth. Suspended by his own eyes from the 
ceiling, he sees Camila digging her own grave. The dream illwninatea 
the awful truth that is to come. In addition, the thematic metaphor 
again e•erts its powerful imagery. The duality of life is ever present • 
.As Cara de .Angel is touched by love 1 the struggle between good end evil 
is constantly 1.1creased. His nightmare continues 1 growing more terrible 
in its tragic implications. Now, like the Pelele 1 he has completely 
succumbed to hie subconscious: 
/ 
••• casi dormido, aun despierto, deapierto a una azuloea com• 
bustion ang,lica. Y poco a poco, ya dormido, flgtando bajo au 
prcpio pensamiento, sin cuerpo, sin forma, como un aire tibioe 
m6'vil ol aoplo de su propia reapiracion... (SP, p. 146) 
In thia formless dissolution of reality, only Camila persists in hie 
awareneos. He sees her body like a croos, tall, sweet and cruel, in a 
graveyard. The dream engulfs him. He is dragged aboard the boat of 
dreams, where his inevitable doom is prophesized: 
··Llevadle a la barca de ••• •el Sueno dudO·- ••• los enemorados 
que habiendo perdido la espersnza de amor ellos. se conforman con 
que les amen. (SP, p. 146) 
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In this suspended otote, he is startled by a loud knocking on the door. 
A messenger, a small boy, inform• him that Camila is very ill. As he 
frantically dresses, the aod of Sleep (!!:, Sueno) reveals Camile's fate. 
The bloom of her womanhood will slowly fade and wither away. 
. / / ~ --~Quien ea?••pregunto el Sueno. Sus hombres acababan de 
peacar en las aguaa suciGe de la vida, una rose en v(as de 
marchitarse. 
••Camila Canales ••• •-le respondieron... (SP, p. 147) 
Camila is now definitively equated with the rose of the thematic meta• 
phor. She is love, the opposite eido of evil. As Cara de Angel is in• 
fuaed with thia love, it will leave less room for evil. Fhysically, be 
will die, but not before being redeemed through love. Camila, deprived 
of love, ia destined to shrivel like dried fruit, unwatered, unnourished. 
In addition, Asturias, in metaphorical lang\lage, indicates which 
of the two realities••the world about us (reason) or the dream world 
(intuition)••is the key to an understanding of our lives. The phrase, 
11El Sueno, senor qua a urea loa mares oscuros de la realidad" (SP• p. 146), 
equates tbc god of eleep with truth. Juxtaposed against that reality ia 
the unreality of our daily liveo. 11Y loo hombres del Sueno le conduc!an 
obedientes a osa barca, caminando por aobre eaa capa de irrealidad que 
recubre de un polvo muy fino loa hecboa diarios de la vida ••• "(SP, 
PP• 146-47). Not to be forgotten, however, is che fact that these two 
realities are integrally related. 
,, 
After cara del Angel saves Major 
/ Farfan'a life in e~hange for Camila's, he returns to her sickbed. There 
he feels a strange, palpitating sense of apprehension. He muses: 
Entre la realidad y el sueno la diferencia ea puramente 
mecfi'nica. Domido, despierto, 2_c0ao eataba all!1 (SP, p. 178) 
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Swirling about in his brain are chaotic images, which when ra• 
tionally viewed seem unrelated and fantastic. In this disjunctive 
imagery, however, there exists an innate order. Such a phrase as 
• • • en la jaula de Dioa" (SP, p. 178) may m~an nothing when viewed II 
alone; however, when interpreted within the context of ethical conduct, 
it takes on raeanir.gful significance. It becomes another way of saying 
the Garden of Eden. Another symbolic reference is n1a miss del gallo 
de un gallo • • • picotea la hostia ••• ", which recalls the fierce con• 
testant in the cockfight. And thiu contest is reminiscent of the 
struggle between love and hate, good and evil, heaven and hell, which 
man fights every moment of hia existence. In addition, the rooster 
pecking at the Host may symbolize man's desire for salvation and, by 
analogy, his spiritual metamorphosis--f~om the flesh to the spirit. 
(Cara de AngelJ37 
/ 
Cara de Angel's chaotic and fantastic visions give the impression 
of flowing in and out of Camila's dream world. Subconsciously, tho 
couple appear to be seeing their own fatal destinies at the same time. 
Camila, near death, also envisions a surrealistic re-enactment of her 
experience at her uncle's home. Aa she calls out desperately for help 
/ 
to her father, to her nurse, to her uncle, only Cara de ~ngel hears her 
plea and answers it. By saving Camil~, be spiritually saves part of 
himself. In the eaperpentic society, he io the only person who answers 
37 Befereneea to religious symbology need not preauuie any formal 
religiosity. Such references, in my opinion. go beyond any formal doc-
trine of any church, to assume a univeraal significance. 
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a human cry of agony. His metamorphosis, realized through love, sym-
bolizes man's capacity to conquer. Nevertheless, this is not enough, 
/ 
for Cara de Angel merely withdraws his support from the President. In 
doing so, he does deny evil, but he does not positively affirm good, for 
hio is a passive action and a negative approach. He thinks he cmi 1·acape 
and leave evil behind him. A1turias says he cannot, that he muat active• 
ly and passionately confront and combat that evil, that each man, in 
being responsible for himself, is in some way responoible for his bro-
thers. Repeatedly, in their juxtaposed dream worlds, Camila end cars 
de Ai'igel intuit the bitter inner reality of their lives and witness the 
39 
struggle between good and evil, and between the rool and the unreal. 
/ As Cara de .Angel sees grotesque visions of opaque men tossing their 
heads, like balls, up in the air and letting them crash as they fall, 
he is awakened by a loud banging. He thinks to himself in relief: 
/ . 
••jQue horrible pesadilla: Por fortuna, la roalidad era otra. 
El que regresa de un entierro, como el que sale de una pesadilla, 
experimenta el miamo bienestar. (SP, pp. 183·84) 
Unfortunately, what Cara de "1scl welcomes ae reality is only a vain 
illusion. The nightmare, the unreality, ia to be the terrible truth. 
In the last dream of Camila, when ahe is completely without hopt . .:tnd 
38 Fedina Rodas does, of her own volition, attempt to warn General 
Canales. However, this act cannot be interpreted in the same manner. 
Fedina Rodaa neithP-r answered nor denied a human plea. She merely decided 
spontaneously to act humanely, mainly because she was interested in Camila 
as her child's intended god-mother. 
~ / 
During hi~ dream, as Cara de Angel frantically tries to reach 
Camila (love), he seea in the distance Mount Carmel, where Elijah 
overceme his evil adversary, the pagan god, Baal. 
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in a state of semi-sleep, she foresees the destruction of her husband 
and, at the same time, the creation of her son. The universal theme of 
death and life, the eternal contraat1ve duality of life, is reflected in 
a ~cene in which she sees herself in a large patio. She is lying in a 
hlilmmock and playing with a caramel and a little black rubber ball. The 
caramel is in her ~outh and the ball in her hands. As she accidently 
drops the ball, it slowly rolls away, becoming smaller and smaller, until 
it disappears completely. Meanwhile, the caramel in her mouth begins to 
grow larger. She awakens suddenly, terrified, but manageo to proceed 
with the day's activities, which include haunting the government offices 
for a piece of news or a drop of hope, but in vain. At the end of the 
day, she remembers the rest of her dream. Her husband had tried to pick 
up the little ball but, as he followed it, he too became Bmsller and 
smaller, end fil,ally disappeared, while the caramel continued to swell in 
,. 
her mouth. The scene io oymbolic of Cara de Angel's death and the new 
life beginning to grow within Camila's body. Moreover, although Cara de 
/ 
Angel has. chosen to pursue the black ball (death), his love has created 
a new life. The poignant words of "the Teacher" are recalled: "--Make 
thee another self for love of me! ••• " (SP, p. 213) 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE TYRAN'I .AND TYRl.NNY: .AN IDEOLOGICAL lNTERPfil.'TATION 
At the center of the esperpentic society standa the tyrant, 
represented not only as a "man" defomod but as a doforroer of 111eu. Op• 
erating under the guise of law and order, he relentlessly disorders the 
natural lavs of moral and ethical conduct. Essentially, he is the de-
formed norm to which men confotm in order to assure their own e2tistence. 
The tyrannical portrait reflects all aspects of the evil which gripa 
•ociety. Both Banderas and the President, although seeming to be indi• 
viduale, repreoent oymbolically an abstract and a grotesque concept of 
tyranny. Eecb author effects this conclusion in a distinct way. 
Valle lncl.6i purpooely portrays the tyrsnt ao fragmented. In 
cubiat etyle 1 he affords multiple and simultaneous views of Tirano Ban-
deras. Gradually, one forms a composite portrait from these fragments. 
The end result, however. is not a concrete representation of the tyrant, 
but rather an abstract idea cf tyranny itself, the purpose of which is to 
meke man see himself as he really ia, a human creature, devoid of hunuu1• 
ity••a frightening contradiction in terms. The tyrannical poJ:tre:!.t ex• 
poses this fatal flaw in man by reducing mankind to a hideous absurdity. 
Ultimately it reveals him as a tragic figure--.uan fallen from tho humua. 
realm•-unable to realize or fulfill hie hUB1an destiny. 
/' 
thus, Valle lnclan's design ia not to describe one petty tyrant. 
but rather to illuminate the whole spectrum of tyranny (particularly as 
it relates to Hispanic life). By making the reader intuit end 
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/ intellectualize its meaning, Valle Inclan is able to show, through an 
absurd view of life, the tragic eosence of life. To realize this, he 
goeo beyond the external appearance of the tyrant to the inner reality 
of what that tyrant truly represents. Thus, in the tyrannical portrait, 
as it io artistically developed by Valle Inclan, ia implicit ito ideo• 
logical significanec. 
We first meet Tirane Banderas in a dismantled convent now con• 
40 
verted into hio fortress. The odd, incongruous description of him is 
disoriented. He seems to be nothing more than a series of fragments to 
which the reader must give meaning. Seen first aa a profile in a distant 
windo~, he suddenly is pictured as a bare skull, framed by black eye 
glasses and a clerical collar. Attention is then drawn to his lips from 
which drips a venomous green saliva. Framed by the window, he seems to 
take on the aura of a sacred cow and, at the same time, he is the crooked 
beak of an owl••an artistic distortion. 
From this description are perceived several aspects of the same 
entity. Never, however, is that entity seen as a whole roan or as a human 
figure. Taciturn and immobile, the tyrant seems completely lifeless. 
The mention of him as a skull suggests not only death but the absence of 
the body. The black sp•ctacles cover only empty soc~ets, sightless eyea; 
the green venom evoke.a the image of t":te aerpent and, by analogy 1 the devil. 
The crow, a black bird, imparts a sacred, remote and eerie quality. But 
4~he title of this chapter, 11 lcono del tirano," (Book One of the 
First Part), ia extremely significant in that it artistically defines the 
tyrant's true role in the novel. He is not intended to port~ay any per• 
sonage. He is, instead, an image drawn according to a fixed represeuta• 
tion. 
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it is the hooked beak of the owl, a bird of prey, that definitively 
characterizes him: 
lnmovil nnd taciturno, agaritado de perfil en una remote ven-
tana, atento al relcvo de guardins en ln campa barcina del convento, 
parece una calavera con antiparrao negras y corb~tin de clerigo. 
En el Peru habia hecho la gucrra a los espanoles, y de squellas 
compnnaa veniale la contumbre de rumiar la coca, por donde en las 
coaisuras de loo labios tenia siempre uns salivilla de verde 
veneno. Desde la remota ventana, agaritado en una inmovilidad de 
corneja aagrada, esta mirando las escundrns de indios, soturnos en 
ln cruel indiferencia del dolor y de la mucrte • • • Tircno Ban-
deras, en la remote ventana, era siemprc el g&rabato do un lechuzo. 
(TB, pp. 15-16) 
It is not by chance that Valle Inclan uees the word 11 goraboto" to describe 
the owl's beak. By so doing, he hango upon Banderas the slaughtered car-
casses of his victims. The portrait, conceived in this way, is black, 
bodileos and detached: a ekull with spectacles and a clerical collar, 
an owl's hooked beak and lipo otained with poison. From these fragments 
and others that follow, the reader must build, step by step, his own 
composite of Tirana Banderas. 
He is repeatedly pictured as remote and impersonal, "una momia 
taciturna" (TB, p. 17). Moreover, like his victims he exhibits chnrac ... 
teriatics associated with the animal kingdom, 0 Tirano Banderas, con un 
geoto cuaqueron (TB, p. 42), and 11El 'Iirano le despidio, ceremonioso, 
desbaratada la voz en una cucana de gallos'' (TB. p. 21). Often he is 
reduced to a. rodent, prying and sniffing away at humanity• "Tira.no Ban• 
deras, con oli:Jca de rata fisgona"; or he is seen scurrying through dun• 
geons, "Cruzo la momia siempre fiogando, y paso a la celda donde solia 
tratar con ous agentes secretos" (TB, p. 43). The senseless, irritating 
"Chae, chac" sound he constantly emita dehumanizes him completely. So 
often is be identified by the word mueca that finally he ia reduced to 
just that, a green a limy grimace, "Nii'o Santos, con una 11\uu:a de la 
calavera" (TB, p. 18)• and "Tirano Banderas, rasgada la boca por la 
varde mueca • • • 0 (TB, p. 47). 
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The puppet-like reactions of society are emphasized by and reflec• 
ted in the tyrant'• exaggerated, mechanical movementa. "El Tirano 1e 
/ / ( inclino, con aquel ademan meauredo y rigido de figure de palo" (TB, p. 46). 
Although the tyrant's movements are those of a marionette, in a aenae, 
he ia even more the puppet-master of society. For it is be who control& 
the movements of the puppets who, at the pull of the strings, willingly 
dance in thia grotesque carnival of tragedy. Distorted himself, be con• 
1tantly seeks to defoDD the law and the morality and will of those about 
him. It 11 Filomeno Cueva1, a rancher and rebel leader. who define• the 
,, 
traaic capitulation of aociety. Colonel Gandara, an army deaerter, has 
aought Cuevaa•a help in e1caping from the tyrant. The rebel leader re• 
plies, "Y auy poaibl• qua • • • vengaa echado para aacanae una confiden• 
cia. Tirano Banderas o• haca a todoe e1p{aa" (TB, p. 81). 41 
41Tbe deformation of civil law and order ia an inevitable re1ult 
of the decay and P,reak down of natural and moral laws, the internal bar• 
mony upon which the social and political code of conduct is baaed in a 
civilized society. When this happens, distorted norms of conduct are 
easily iapoaed and accepted. Thia deformation of morality ia artistic• 
ally revealed in the following conversation between the tyrant and the 
honradoa aachupinea. In this scene, puppet-like responses are particu• 
larly evident. Don Celestino Galindo• the spokesman for the group, 
hypocritically addressee Tirano Banderas with theee words: 
,,... / 
·-La Colonie Espanola eleva bu• homenajea al benemerito patricio, 
raro ejemplo de virtud y energ!a, que ha aabido reatablecer el 
imperio del ordea, :tmponlendo un caatigo ejemplar a la demogogia 
revolucionaria ••• (TB, p. 17) 
The degenerate and tragic condition of society is analogized in 
Don Celea'a reference.to Juvenal and ll\levedo, two bitter eatiriata of 
the aocial conditions of their timeo. The tyrant arrogantly addressee 
Don Celea: 
/ 
••llustre Don Celestino, uated ocaeionara que me aaquen alguna 
chufla. Ni Quevedo ni Juvenal. San toe Banderas. Una figure en 
el continente del Sur. jChec! jChact (TB, p. 143) 
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That figure of which Tirano Banderaa apeaka is not his own but the ideo• 
logical form which tyranny haa aaaumed. Indeed, upon his death the 
tyrant literally will become a figure dispersed acroaa the land: 
;' >-1 ;' ?ireno Banderas aalio a la ventana, blandiendo el puna , y cayo 
acribillado. Su cabeza, befada por aentencia, eatuvo trea dlaa 
pueata sobre un cadalso con hopaa amarillas, en le Plaza de Al'l!laa: 
El miamo auto mandaba hacer cuartoa el tronco y repartirloa de 
frontera a frontera, de mar a mar. Zamalpoa y Nueva Cartagena, 
Puerto Colorado y Santa ioaa del Titipay, fueron la• ciudadea 
8g1'8Ciadaa. (TB, p. 157) 
By connecting these four corners (at which the quartered fragments of 
the tyrant'• body have been placed) with straight linea, tirauo Banderas 
ia reduced to and conceived of aa a geometric figure, an intellectualized 
Without a word of diaaent, like the obedient marionettes they are, "la 
fila de gachupinH aaintiO' con murmulloa" (TB, p. 17). 
In reeponee to the farce being enacted, Tirano Banderas, playing 
his roles of puppet and puppeteer, repliesi 
·-Me congratula ver como los hermanoa de raza aqu!"radicadoa. 
afixmando au fe inquebrantable en lo• idealea de orden y pro• 
ceaa • • • me congratula mucho este apoyo moral de la Colonia 
Hiapana. Santo Banderas no tiene la ambicioti' de mando. • • . • El 
gobernante much•• vecea precisa ahogar loa aentimientos de us 
corazon, porque el cumpUmiento de la ley ea la garant!a de loa 
ciudadeno• trabajadorea y honrados (TB, p. 17). 
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symbol of tyranny.42 
Conatantly deforming man in hia image, the tyrant breaks down all 
means of comaauntcation by deforming and distorting the news. Man 18 no 
longer allowed to speak the truth; indeed, he knowingly propaaate• the 
liei and, what is worse, he doesn't allo• himself to feel any guilt: 
,,. / / El vatecito murmuro palpitante, inclinandoae al oido de Fray Mocho: 
•iQuien tuviera una pluma independiente! El Patron quiere una 
cr!tica despiadada ••• 
Fray Macho aaco del pecho un botellln y ae agachO' beaando el 
gollete: 
•• Muy elocuente! 
••Ea un oprobio tener vendida la conciencia. 
·-;Qu{ va! Vos no vend6e la conciencia. Vendea la pluma que 
no ea lo aino. 
-~Por Cochinoa treinta peaosi (TB, p. 39) 
With all aenee of social and moral responsibility lost, man, driven by 
greed and fear, haa deserted mankind, and thus hae forfeited bis own 
right to be called a man. Thia is why Valle Inclan depict• hill as he 
ia, an ignoble and tragic being. 
IR !l Senor Preaidente, the firet impression of the tyrant ia that 
of a whole personality rather than a aerie1 of fra~ent1. Although he ia 
not completely natural, neither is he grotesquely defoxmed aa ia Tirano 
Bander••· The true aiguificance of the freaident, ~· gleaned through bis 
OWD deformed conduct and through the reactions and attitudeu of society. 
42 . At the end of this passage ia a geometric drawing in the shape 
of a cross, obviously a symbolic reference to the four corners of the 
land, each graced with a fragment of the tyrant's trunk. Linea connecting 





In addition, thia quartering of Tireno Banderas is a bizarre but 
juat retribution for the depraved mutilation of the tyrant•a own daughter 
and of Zacar(aa'a (El Cruzado) child. 
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The more we learn about the President. the lesa real be becomes a1 an 
individual. As a hUIUn entity, he will recede farther and farther into 
the background, ultimately to emerge aa a hideous symbol of tyranny. In 
thia way the tyrant, nmaeleea, faceless and aoulleaa, it reduced to a 
total abatraction••tyranny. As ouch, he ceaaea to exist ea a real per• 
aonality. Be is, we realize, a non-personality: not only a puppet who 
embodies all the evile of society but also the grand puppeteer who sete 
these evil• into motion. 
He ia firat aeen in a converaation with Dr. Barreno, the man who 
dared to criticize the government: 
El Preaidente ce la B.ep~blica le recib16 en pie, la cabesa 
levantado, wi brazo auelto naturalemente y el ~tro a la espalda, 
y, sin darle tiempo a que lo ealudara, le canto: 
••Yo le dire~ dou Luis, ;Y eao a!1, que no ettoY, diapueato 
a que por chi811lea de mediquetea ee aenoscabe el c~dito de ai 
gobierno en lo •'• a:Gi:tmo ••• (SP, p. 31) 
The next description of him ia even more revealing. Miguel Cara de 
/' 
.Angel, the Preaident'e favorite and confidential advisor, has just ar• 
rived for an appointment with the tyrant. The President receives him in 
his private chmaber: 
El Preaidente vcat{a, como aiempre, de luto riguro801 negroa 
loa zapatoa, negro el traje, negra la corbata, negro el eombrero 
que nunca ee quitaba; En loa bigotes canoa, poinadoa .sobre las 
comiauraa de loo labioe, diaimulaba laa enciaa sin diantea, ten!a 
loa carrilloa pellejudoa y loa parpadoa como pelli&eados .; • (SP• p. 36) 
The alow mechanical movement• of the President suggest a dehuman• 
iaed being. Moreover, like Tirano Banderas, ha 11 not only puppetlike 
but remote and imperaonal. 
Thia 1e obvio\18 in the chapter entitled " Todo el Orbe Cante!" 
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Here the "puppet aociety" equates the tyrant with Christ by hysterically 
chanting verbatim the Sanctua of the MAH. During this apotheosb, Cara 
,,,. 
de Angel persuades the President to step out onto the balcony to aay a 
few words to the prostrate masses. The President agrees, but reluctantly. 
Deified and distant, he stands isolated from the frenetic hysteria of the 
43 
crowd. 
/ ~ El Presidente contesto algunaa palabraa, la dieotra empunada 
/ / 
aobre el balcon de maxmol, de medio lado para no dar el pecho, 
peseanding la cara de hombro a hcmbro sobre la concurrencia 
entrealforzado el ceno, loa ojoa a cigarritaa. Hombre• y mujerea 
enjugaron ma's de una lagrima. (SP, pp. 98•99) 
The President'• reluctance to expose himself to the people and hi• in• 
atinctive measures to protect hia heart are indicative of the insidious 
fear which permeate• and controls not only society but the tyrant ae 
well. Fear overrides every other emotion, leaving it• victims complete• 
ly helplesa and hopele•e.44 
It is through thia abnormal fear that the tyrant ia able to deform 
all normal life and natural order. His victims quickly learn that inno• 
cence or guilt baa no bearing on their destiny. What does control their 
fate is the tyrant. Society thus becomes mesmerized by a paralytic fear 
43 Tirano Banderas ia also viewed as God•like by oia society. The 
Indiana, particularl11 are completely tervile and bow before his ainister 
presence, "La pelazon de indioa enaabanadoa, arrendafudoae a las aceraa 
y porches, o encumbradaa por eacalerillaa de iglesiaa y conventoa, 
aaludaba con una genuflexich el paso del Tirano. Tuvo en geeto humor!s-
t:lco la momia nlevitada." The word mODlia aleo invites analogy to the 
Egyptian pharoah1, remote, deified, and 1eparated from the populace. (TB, 
p. 121)44 
A study of fear aa a central protagoni1t in !!, Senor Preaidente 
is offered in Carloa Navarro' 8 article, "La Hipotipoais del miedo en El 
§enor Presidente," .Revis ta lberoamericana (XXXll) • 51•61. -
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"" which always surrounds everyone and invades even one's moot private 
moments and, particularly, one's dreems. !he deformation of law and 
order is revealed in the mental torment of General Canales as he agon• 
izingly recalls the ominous converoation between himself and C~ra de 
Angel, his betrayer and his be~efector: 
Sin aflojar el paso Canales apart6 los ojos de su fotograf!a 
,;' de gala, sintiendose moralmente vencido •••• 
11jPero si soy inoconte!'' Y se repitio,...con la voz cia'o per· 
suaa 1 VO de SU corazon : n Pero s i soy inoc en te ! d Po r q ue teme r ••• 111 
~jFor eso! •• le respondia su conciencia con la lcngua de Cara 
de Angel--, ;por eso! ••• Otro gallo le cantar{a si uoted fuera 
culpable. El crimen es precioso porque garantiza al gcbierno la 
.adhesion del cuidadsno. d La Patria'l jSiilvese, general, yo oe lo 
qua yo digo; quo petri~ ni que india envuclta~ ~Las Leyes? 
Buenas son tortas. jSnlvesc, general, porque le espera la muerte!" 
"jPero Bi soy inocente!" 
";No ae pregunte, general, si es culpable o inocente: Preg~n'." 
tese si cuenta o no con el favor del amo, que un inocente en mal 
con el gobiemo, es peor que si fuera culpable~" 
Apartorlos o!doa de la voz de Cara de i..ngel. Mascullando 
palabras de venganza, ahogado en las palpitaciones de &u propio 
cor~zon. (SP, p. 64) 
Aa the portrait develops, the President becomes a force which 
paralyzes men with fear. Society is completely helpless before its on• 
slaught. Perhaps its membera might know how to deal with !.!!!'St but the 
Preaident is not a •an but a strange supemntural power which invades 
their whole being. Even the Secretory of Har is startled and terrified by 
the mysterious aloofnesa which mesmerizes all of the President: s Con-
•tituenta: 
El auditor de Guerra se precipit6 hacia el Presidente, que 
volv:l'.8 del hRlcO"n seguido de unoa cuantos amigos, para darle 
parte de la fuga del General Canales y felicitarle por su dis• 
curso antes que los dem,s; pero como todos los que se acercaron 
con eate propoaito, se detuvo cohibido por un temor extrano, por 
una fuerza aobrenatural • • • (SP, p. 99) 
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The infrequent appearances of the President in the story mtllce him 
seem remote and far away. Whenever he does appear, his role is compara• 
tively minor. In addition, ae ia defined, not ao much by what he docn as 
an individual, but by what others do and say about him. Their deeda and 
remarks often set off violent chain reactiono which seem almost pro• 
phetically controlled. 
Only toward the end of the novel (beginning with the chapter, "El 
Senor l'reaidente11 ) does the President becomo 11 visible end strong partici• 
pant. And then he is pictured as disoriented and incoherent. He becomes 
/ 
more unreal, more shadow than substance, 11Se coho el bigote cano con la 
/ punta de los dedos trsnaparentes, fragilea. color de madera de car• 
rizo • • • " (SF, p. 258). One ouch ocene is his meeting with Cera de 
/ 
Angel. In an intoxicated state, the President points his finger at the 
"favorite." new in dbfcvor. end with ominous laughter howls repeatedly. 
/' 
"En art{culo de muerte. ,·Ja! ·ja' I • /ja! ;Ja!" Cara de Ansel notice• 
ably pales at this verbal onslausht. The President, a glass of whiskey 
tre:nblin~ in his band, continues, royally referring to himself in the 
45 third person: 
--_El Se ••• 
--NORRR Freeidente todo lo sabe. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Su Excelencia pcrsegu(a una mosca. 
••Miguel,~ tu no conoccs el jue&o de la mo11ca •• • 'l 
45 Tirano Banderas often refers to hilaself in the third person also. 
("Santos Banderas lea &arantia que el di'.ii mas feliz de OU Vida sera/ cuando 
pueda retirerae ••• " (TB, p. 17). Kings and dictators often refer to 
themselves in thia way and one who immediately comeo to mind is Charle• 
DeGoulle. This device not only ainglee out the ooid individual os omnipo• 
tent but also sets him apart from himself and from others. 
--No, Senor Preaidentc ••• 
••/All, ea verdad que tuuuUUU ••• , en art{culo de muer.te ••• ! 
;Ja! 13a! ~a! ;Ja! •.• , jJ1~ ;Ji! t'ji! 1Ji!. •• ;Jo! ;jo! jjo! 
,-Jo!... ; Ju! ;Ju! ,.Ju! ;Ju!... (SF, p. 222) 
"' I the President's conception of Cara de Angel is an accurate portrait of 
society. Its members, diapenoable and disposable, are no better ttlan 
flies who buzz about the tyrant at t~eir own risk. Cara de Angel, on 
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hearing the President threaten him with death, feels a violent nausea and 
indisnation arise in him. For a brief moment the choice between good and 
evil ia open to him. For that one moment he is tempted to put an end to 
such madness. For one moment in time he almost refuses to play the "fly 
game" any longer. But he restrains himself. Reason begins to control 
his hUlllan outrage. The vital moment of choice is past; he feels empty 
and di•gusted with himself: 
Segu.!8 siendo el perro educndo, intelcctual, contento do su raciO"n 
de mugre, del inatinto que le conservaba la vida. (SP, p. 222) 
/ 
Thus, the tyrant continues to play the "fly game" because Cara de Angel 
allows himself to be a fly. 
The pent up bitterness and misery of the mestizo spill out in the 
President's continued invective. In a strange sense, he is the mast 
pathetic creature in the novel because he io a tortured, negative entity. 
The President, always insecure, exhibits paranoid symptoms. In the fol-
lowing 1cene be reflects that madness itself rather than the man: 
" / . / 
·- 1lngratos! --anadio, deopues, a media voz--. Quise y querre 
aiempre a Parrales Sonriente, y lo iba a hacer general, porque 
potrect"a mi• paiaanos, porque los puso en cintura, se repasetf' 
en ellos y de no ser mi madrc acaba con todos para vengarme de 
lo mucho qt\e tengo que sentirles y que solo yo ae... j Ingra toe! 
••• Y no me pass --porque no me paoa••que lo hayan aeesinado, cuando 
por todoe lados se atenta contra mi vida, me dejan los amigos 
ea multiplican lo• enemigoa y ••• 1No! jno?, de eae Portal no quedara ni una piedra... (SP• p. 223) 
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Aa the President deliberately divorces himself from the people, from the 
Cathedral Porch• from humanity, his identity slowly fades, lost in the 
bate and evil be leaves behind him. Yet, what be really is baa not yet 
been completely defined. At times he personifies death: 
En la cara de jade, la brillaban los ojoa entumecidoa y en laa 
manoa pequenaa laa uliaa ribeteadaa de medias lunaa negraa. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
...... - -Por la aala en deaorden paaeo LEl President!/ la mirada llena de 
cad&verea • • • (SP, p. 223) 
When he greets Camila, be is like ice, reduced to a substance. 
/ r Cara de Angel preaento"'a au eapoaa. El amo diapenao a Camila 
/ 
au dieata pequenita, helada al contacto, y apoyo aobre ella 101 
ojos al pronunciar au nombre como diciendole, 11,·r!jeae quii!n 
soy!" (SP, P• 245) . 
The warning, nTake notice who 1 mn," emphaaiz•• the enigma of bis ideu• 
tity. When he next appears. with hi.a black hat pulled down over bia 
forehead and hi• coat collar turned up, hie face aeema to have disap• 
peared. the black suit appears empty. And tbe President ta always 
nameleas•-merely the President. Hia own remark to Cara de Angel places 
him in proper perapective. 11La muarte ha sido y aer.t' mi mejor aU.ada 
Migue1° (SP, P• 2S8). 
It ia Tohil, tbe god of Fire, who definitively reveals the true 
46 
eaaence of the tyrant. During the latter•a final conversation with 
461t is particularly appropriate that the tyrant should be revealed 
in an Indian pagan ceremony, and one aeen as an hallucination: first, be• 
cause the President himaelf is of Indian blood; second, because Asturias 
believes the mestizo's inherent character may be beat interpreted through 
Magical Realism (see footnote 33); third, because this ia a dream world, 
the inatrument of revelation. 
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Miguel the Preaident orders him to undertake an official miasion for the 
/ 
country. But Cara de Angel i• apprehensive. He vacillate• between two 
deciliona, between two emotions: the desire to force the President to 
exonerate him from the false chargea made by the Secretary of Wa; and the 
fear of losing altogether the opportunity to escape. But the President 
refu1e1 the request for a review of the chargea. He commands Cara de 
/ Angel to set out i:aaediately for North America. Of courae, the President 
/ 
baa no intention of allowing Cara de Angel to go anywhere except to hi1 
death. The favorite'• desperate persuasions are uaeleaa. Instinctively, 
/ 
he aenaes the futility of hope. Insanely terrified, Cara de Angel be• 
comes acutely aware of the paasage of time, of a pulaating rhythm. In 
an hallucinatory state, be enviaioua a macabre scene: 
Por una ventana abierta de par en par entre aua cejaa negr~, 
diltinguia una fogata encendida junto a cipreaales de carbon 
verdoeo y tapiaa de bumo blanco, en medio de un patio borrado 
por la noche, amaaia de centinelaa y almlcigo de eatrellae. 
Cuatro soaabrae eacerdotales aenalaban laa eaquinaa del patio, 
laa cuatro vaatidae de muago de adivin,cionea fluvialea, laa 
cuatro con las manoa de piel de rana mas verde que amarilla, 
laa cuatro con un ojo cerrado en parte de la cara ein tiznal y 
un ojo abierto, terminado en chichita de lillla, en parte de la cara 
c"'ida. de,.oacuridaj. De pronto, ae oyo,.....el sonar de un tun, un 
tun, un tun, un tun, y muchoa hombres untadoe de animalea, entraron 
aaltando en filaa de ma~. Por lae ramaa del t'6U, enaangrentada)I y 
vibratilea, bajaban loa cangrejoa cle loa tumboa del aire y corrian 
loa guaanoa de las tumbaa del fuego. Loa bombrea bailaban para 
no quedar pegadoa a la tierra con el ~nido del tU'n para no quedar 
pegadoa al viento con el eonido del tun, aU.mentando la boguera 
con la trementina de aus frentes. De una penumbra color de 
eatit6:col vino un hombrecillo con cara de g\iiaquil viejo, lengua 
entre los carrilloe~ eapinas en la frente, sin orejaa, que llevaba 
al ombligo un cordcin velludo adornado de cabezaa de guerreros y 
hojaa de ayote; se acercc('a soplar las macollaa de llamas y entre 
la alegr:U ciega de loa tucuaztnee ee rob6' el fuego con la boca 
/ 1 / maaticando o para no quemarae como copal. Un grito ae unto a la 
oacuridad qua trepaba a loe arbolee y ae oyeron cerca y lejoa las 
vocee planider~a de las tribua que abandonadaa en la aelva, ciega 
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de nacimiento, luchaban con sus tripas-·animales del hmnbre••• 1 ,,,. 
con sua gargantaa••pajaros de la aed·--y au ~iedo, y aus baacaa, y 
sua necesidadea corporal••• reclamando a Toh11 1 Dador !!!!. Fuego, 
que lea devolviera el ocote encendido de la luz • • • (SP, p. 260) 
Obviously, the entire vision is a surrealistic presentation in which the 
tyrant ia depicted as tyranny••evil. The cypress grove ia greeniah•black, 
the color of the tyrant'• face and nails. the priestly figures, with 
their dichotomous appearance, obvioualy reflect the contrastive duality 
of the thematic metaphor. The eye on the dark side of their face is 
open, seeing only the surface ritual• the eye on the bright aide of their 
face ie closed, a aymbolic reference to the deeper meaning of the cere-
mony, These men, high priest• of brutality, dressed 1n greenish-yellow 
frog akin• (the color of the Preaident'a complexion) recall not only the 
Preaident'a chosen few but the many, like !!!. animal, who are terrorized 
by them. The Indian tribes, paying homage to Tohil, represent the eeper• 
pentic society••downtrodden, oppressed, always controlled. Aa the tribes 
in animal costumes dance for Tohil, 10 does society dance for the tyrant. 
lie ia &Jlllbolized by Tohil, who arrives at the ceremony on a river of 
pigeon brea1ta which flow like milk. ("Tohf.1 llegd' cabalgando un r!O 
hecho de pechoa de paloma que ae deslizaba como lech~' SP, p. 260) The 
concrete symbols of the river and the bird juxtapose the good of man 
against the evil of the tyrant. Moreover• they remind one of Fedina 
Rodaa, whoae son starved to death for lack of his mother's milk. How 
ironic, but fitting, that the tyrant should arrive on a river of pigeon 
breasts which flows like milk! 
All life is posed on the threshold of acquieacence, aenaitive to 
Tohil 1a every wiah and whim, aa are the President's victims. The beast• 
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of the forest and the birds of the heavens come rushing to pay tribute 
, 
to Tohil• giver of fire. Cara de .Angel in hie aubconscioua aeea the 
hideous truth about 1ociety, a truth too terrible to face in the real 
world. All the frenetic desperation. the miaery. and the hysterical 
fear auf fered for centuries by the meatiEO (this esperpentic society) is 
brought out in this paaaage.47 The people beg Tohil to return to them 
the lighted torch of fire, which they need to be fully their own masters. 
ln the same way, the President's victims believe that it is he who hold• 
48 the key to their exiatence. Tohil demanda human sacrifice, but no more 
than the tyrant does. The pagan aod puts the whole picture in proper 
perspective with the following question, ''Y eatos hombres; ;qu,!; l-cazaran 
hombrea'l" hld the animal men prophetically reply, "Como tu lo pidea ••• " 
(Sr, p. 261). Aa the tribes bargain with Tohil, one ia reminded of the 
membera of this eeperpentic aociety who, like their anceatora, believe 
evil can be eliminated by compromise! 
/ 
" ••• con tal que noa devuelvas el fuego, tu el Dador S!, Fuego, 
y que no ae noa enfrte la came, fritura de nueatcoa hueaoa, ni 
el aire, ni laa unaa, ni la lengua, ni el pelo~ jCOn tal que no 88 
noa aiga muriendo la vida, aunque noa degollemoa todoa para que 
sip vivlendo la muerte~" (SP, p. 261). 
What this esperpentic society does not realize is that man's soul (Fire), 
the hearth of his body, cannot be bartered and still remain free. Tohil 
can only take fire if the people reliuquiah it to him. In the aa:me way, 
47 Although I am fully aware of Asturias' a intense interest in the 
mythological element, no attempt ia made here to explore that facet. I 
as principally concerned with the universal significance of the ceremony. 
48 / Thia calls to mind the previously quoted remark made by Cara 
de Angel, "Si pienao con la mente del Preaidente • exiato." See footnote 31.. 
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the tyrant, rather than controlling the people, is actually limited by 
them. He can only possess man' o soul if man allows him to take it. This 
is implicit in the response of Tohil, ")Estoy contento! Sohre hombres 
cazadores de hombres puedo noentar uii gobierno" (SP, p. 261). Only if 
men hunt men can tyranny exiot. One of the few persons in the entire 
novel who at any time consciously refrains from hunting man is Cara de 
/ I 
Angel. Although he warno the general and saves Major Farfan's life for a 
personal reason••his deep love for Camila·•st111 this is a positive affir• 
mation of love, not a negative reaction against evil. Hope then exists, 
says Asturias, even Bmong the d.eg1·adation and the depravity. That it 
does survive, particularly in this envirorunent, is significant. More 
important, there always exists the capacity and potential to love rather 
than to hate. if only man will choose love. If not, then he must con• 
tinue to exist in a wasteland somewhere between true life and true death. 
"No habra" ni verdadera muerte ni verdadera vid.a. ; Que se me baile la 
jicar"" (SP, p. 261). These primordial Indiana, dancing in homage to 
the fire god, are no other than modern men dancing like puppets to the 
mad tune of tyranny. 
That the ~reoident is symbolized by Tohil io significanc, for Tohil 
is a mythological god, and therefore a non-existent entity, as is the 
President, whose personal identity hao been lost in his universal symbol-
ism. What doeD persist is tl~o idea of tyranny which he engenders in the 
minds of men. They alone create a tyrant; they alone nourish him. Only 
they can destroy him. When men agree not to carry tyranny in their 
hearts, then will tyrants die. 
One further point should be made. Although the tyrant is now 
seen as pure evil, even he, at one time, possessed the potential for 
good. That Asturias believes in the innate goodness of every man is 
implicit in DOna Chon' a description of tho President in his younger 
years: 
••• su panuelo de seda blanco amarrado al cuello con un nudito• 
,._ 
el sombrero limeno, los botines con orcjas rasodas y el vestido 
azul... (TB, p. 169) 
Precisely because the tyrant is the oymbol of evil, truly the blackest 
character in the novel, is it significant that this one time he is 
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wearing white (the opposita of black), pink (the rose), and blue (sky), 
a symbolic allusion to bis once uncorrupted state. Thus the twofold 
truth, the contrastive duality of life, constantly manifests itself. 
In the blackest evil, good lies dormant; 1n the.purest good, evil is 
49 
always possible. "Soy la mentira de todas las cosas reales, la 
realidad de todas las ficciones" (Sl,, p. 25). Asturias says that each 
man makes his own choice as to which shall prevail; and he alone is 
responsible for that choice. 
The esperpentic man, however, refuses to accept responsibility 
for himself. The people in this grotesque society blame the tyrant for 
49 , 
This is particular~y evident in the deacription of Cars de Angel 
and Camila. The former has a golden complexion and blond hair. He looks 
like an angel, "El que le hablaba era un angel" (SP, p. 27); yet he has 
black eyes and acts like the devil. Camila, however, who is Love, acts 
like -'n angel (figuratively speaking) but has a satanic appearance. 
"'~Mas diablo que yo'l', ,tespond!'a camila, el pelo en llamas negraa al-
borotado, la cara triguena lustrosa de manteca de cacao para desper• 
cudirsc, naufragos los ojos verdes, oblicuos y jalados para atdis •11 
(SP, P• 77) 
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their misery; and the tyr£nt bitterly blames the people for his. Al• 
thou~ each blames the other, in truth they are only tragic reflections 
of each other. Fruatrated and desperate, society tries to find a way 
out. they turn to God 1 but he does not seem to hciar them. They turn 
to revolution, but an incipient revolution is aborted before it begins. 
They turn to th.e student, portrayed by .Asturias as a poseiblc hope. Fer• 
vent and zealoue, he advocates action••in tho form of a &rand revolution. 
But the student, who acorns resignation and condemno pr~yor, never takes 
an active stand against anything. This search by frightened and lout 
men for an answer to misery is reflected in the following prison occne: 
-- ••• Uo hay eaperanzaa de libertad, 112113 amigos; eotamos coc-
denadoe a aoportarlo hasta que Dies quiera ••• jVeanlos mia 
ojos, porque aomoa un pueblo maldito! ••• 
El ·sacristan: 
--;A Dioa, que es Todopoderoso! 
El eatudiante: 
-·~Para que, si no responde1 
El sacristan: 
••Porque esa ea Su Santisime volunted ••• 
El estudiante: 
... ;.qua lastima~ 
La tercera voz: 
••Ea gejor rezar ••• ,,, ,,, 
La voz del aacriotan rcso de cristiana conformidad el ambicnte 
de la bartolina. Carvajal, quo paeaba entre los de au barrio por 
/ liberal y comecuraa, murmuro: 
--Recemo1. 
Pero el estudiante ae interpuao: 
--;Que ea eao do rezar ! ; No debemos rezar ! tratemoe de romper 
eaa puerta y de ir a la revolucidtt! (SP, pp. 201•02) 
In the Epilogue, we again moet the student and the sacristan. now 
released from prison. Tbey are engaged in conversation. Both are de• 
lighted to see eacb other. Botn automatically pick up their lives where 
they left off before their arrest. Both are grateful that they still 
exist, owing to the tyrant' a "grace." And most important, both willingly 
accept freedom••a living death·-at the price of tyranny: 
El estudiante ae quedo/plantado a la orilla del andert, como 
si nunca hubiera visto un hombre con sotcna. Pero no era la 
eotana lo que le hab{a dejado eatupefacto, sino lo que el 
aacriet'n le dijo al o{do mientras se abrazeban per el gusto 
de encontrerae libres: 
••Ando veatido aaC'por orden superior ••• (SP, p. 286) 
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Juxtaposed against their capriciously endowed freedom ia the sight of men 
still enslaved: 
/ / I Y alli oe queda aq~el, de no ser un cordon de preeoa que entre 
fila y fila de soldadoa traia media calla. (SP, p. 288) 
The student and the sacriotan view them with pity ao they pass by, de• 
jected and defeated. Dut theae two (religion and education) do nothing. 
Suddenly, the puppet-master dashes up, plants himself directly in front 
of them and begins to recite a nonsensical ditty: 
·-'1Figur{n, figurero 
quic(n te figuro 
que te f izo f igura 
de figurc(n: (SP, p. 286) 
··jBenjom:Cll tiritero, 
no te figurb ••• : 
~ Quien te fizo 1ura 
de f iguron'l (SP, P • 287> 
Once again the insignificant puppet-master assumes a prophetic role. 
Ag~in, he sees the terrible truth about this society. Implicit in hie 
question, ''Who made you a figure of absurdity'/" ia the answer to man's 
tragic condition. Through the puppet-master's absurd eong, Asturias is 
saying that man '"akea himself absurd, no one elee, not circumstances, 
not tyrants, not God. - ,,. In true eeperpentic fashion, Dona Benjamon 
through !!. olc ~ verdad logic:ally concludea that her husband 11 mad, 
and thereby herself reflects the madness of society: 
~ ~ 
•iNo le hagan cs=o, senores. rto le pongen asunto, que csta 
loco; no ue le quiere hacer a la cabeaa la idea de que ya 
no bay portal del seii'or! 
. . .. . . / . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . 
··jFigurese como eatara de loco que dice que vio toda la 
ciudad tumbada por tierra como el Portal~ (SP, p. 287) 
The puppet-maater. in his madness, is the only ocu sane enough to 




The student. the obvious hope of the people. looka scornfully at 
the debris of the Porch, and then calmly goes home, "aituada al final de 
una calle sin aalida •••• " (SP. p. 288). there he finds hia mother 
praying: 
Por loa agonizantes y caminantea ••• Porque reine la paz entre 
los Prilicipes Cristianoa ••• Por los/que sufrcn pcraecuci6U de juau 
ticia ••• Por loa encmigos de la catolica ••• Por las necesidadea 
sin remedio de la Sant~ Iglesia y nueotroo necesidades ••• For las ,,, 
benditas animas del Santo Purgatorio ••• 
Kyrie eleioon (SP, p. 283) 
The oalv&tion of che people lies neitl\ex in government, revolution, nor 
religion. It lies only in themeelves 1 , in the triumph of humanity over 
evil. The only force powerful enou&h to defeat evil io love. Such 
power lies only within the individual. the human element, 12.. hW11cno 1 ia 
men's ultimste aalvation, the only miracle that he can expect. Cara de 
;' 
Angel aenaes this during Cllmila's 8trange illness. He repeats the doc• 
tor's words, "Solo un milagro": 
/ Un milagro, la continuecion •9>1traria de lo perecedero, el 
triunfo sobre el absoluto eatcril de la migaja humana. Sent{a 
la necesidad de gritar a Dios que le hiciera el milagro, mientraa 
el mundo se le eocurr:i'.8 por los brazoa in6til. adverso, inaeguro, 
sin razol\ de ocr. {SP, p. 211) 
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/ 
Cara de /lngel, not God, brings about this miracle. It is a hurutn 
miracle, not a divine one. And it is only realized through an act of 
love emanetin& from the human spirit. ?his is Asturias's message. Man 
will prevail over the beast only so long a11 !g_ humano prevails• and 




In sU11111ary, both Valle Inclan and Asturias attempt to point out 
the tragic condition of man through an artistic portrait of tyranny. 
Both depict, but in different mannero, tyrants who ultimately are re-
duced to an abstraction, a symbol of tyranny. / Valle Inclan portrays 
Tirano Banderas as a series of cubist fragments which uhen formed into a 
composite picture reveal not the tyrant, but the essence of tyranny, 
particularly as it relates to Hispanic life. / To Valle Inclan, man is 
an absurdity because he denies the one element that ennobles him, his 
human dignity. Therefore, he can only be a tragic figure. 
Asturias initially portrays the President aa a complete entity 
which is artistically reduced to a universal symbol of tyranny and, by 
ideological extension, to pure evil. However, juxtaposed against that 
evil is the belief in the innate goodness of man; the recognition of 
man's potential to realize thnt goodness; and hope for man'a redemption 
as a human being. Thia faith iri man is evident in the symbolic triumph 
/ 
of love over evil. Although the ~an, Cara de Angel, ia physically de-
stroyed by evil••brought about through hio own decisions-·mankind itself 
is spiritually oaved. through love. 
/ While Valle Inclan without pity or mercy shows man to himself••a 
grotesque being without humanity••he offers no solution for improving tne 
tragic human couaition. But Asturias, although he portrays life as absurd 
and tragic, insists that through love man can regain hie human dignity 
and hia lost humanity. 
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